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Abstract
Coactions of Hopf C-bimodules simultaneously generalize coactions of Hopf C-
algebras and actions of groupoids. Following an approach of Baaj and Skandalis, we
construct reduced crossed products and establish a duality for fine coactions. Ex-
amples of coactions arise from Fell bundles on groupoids and actions of a groupoid
on bundles of C-algebras. Continuous Fell bundles on an e´tale groupoid corre-
spond to coactions of the reduced groupoid algebra, and actions of a groupoid on a
continuous bundle of C-algebras correspond to coactions of the function algebra.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries
Actions of quantum groupoids that simultaneously generalize actions of quantum
groups and actions of groupoids have been studied in various settings, including that
of weak Hopf algebras or finite quantum groupoids [24, 25], Hopf algebroids or al-
gebraic quantum groupoids [7, 13], and Hopf-von Neumann bimodules or measured
quantum groupoids [10, 11, 29]. In this article, we introduce and investigate coac-
tions of Hopf C-bimodules or reduced locally compact quantum groupoids within
the framework developed in [27, 28].
In the first part of this article, we construct reduced crossed products and dual
coactions, and show that the bidual of a fine coaction is Morita equivalent to the
initial coaction. These constructions apply to pairs of Hopf C-bimodules that
appear as the left and the right leg of a (weak) C-pseudo-Kac system, which
consists of a C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary [28] and an additional symmetry.
We associate such a C-pseudo-Kac system to every groupoid and to every compact
C-quantum groupoid and expect that the same can be done for every reduced
1
locally compact quantum groupoid once this concept has been defined properly.
The constructions in this part generalize corresponding constructions of Baaj and
Skandalis [3] for coactions of Hopf C-algebras.
Coactions of the two Hopf C-bimodules associated to a locally compact Haus-
dorff groupoid — the function algebra on one side and the reduced groupoid algebra
on the other — are studied in detail in the second part of this article. We show
that actions of the groupoid on continuous bundles of C-algebras correspond to
coactions of the first Hopf C-bimodule, and that continuous Fell bundles on G
naturally yield coactions of the second Hopf C-bimodule. Generalizing results of
Quigg [21] and Baaj and Skandalis [2] from groups to groupoids, we show that if
the groupoid is e´tale, every coaction of the reduced groupoid algebra arises from a
Fell bundle.
This work was supported by the SFB 478 “Geometrische Strukturen in der
Mathematik”1.
This article is organized as follows. The first part is concerned with coactions
of Hopf C-bimodules and associated reduced crossed products. Section 2 summa-
rizes the relative tensor product of C-modules and the fiber product of C-algebras
over C-bases [27] which are fundamental to everything that follows, and introduces
coactions of Hopf C-bimodules. Section 3 is concerned with C-pseudo-Kac sys-
tems. Every C-pseudo-Kac system gives rise to two Hopf C-bimodules, called the
legs of the system, which are dual to each other in a suitable sense. Coactions of
these legs on C-algebras, associated reduced crossed products, dual coactions and
a duality theorem concerning iterated crossed products are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 gives the construction of the C-pseudo-Kac system of a locally compact
Hausdorff groupoid G. The associated Hopf C-bimodules are the function algebra
on one side and the reduced groupoid C-algebra of G on the other side. The sec-
ond part of the article relates coactions of these Hopf C-bimodules to well-known
notions. Section 6 shows that actions of a groupoid G on continuous bundles of C-
algebras correspond to certain fine coactions of the function algebra of G. Section
7 contains preliminaries on Fell bundles, their morphisms and multipliers. Section
8 shows that continuous Fell bundles on G give rise to coactions of the reduced
groupoid C-algebra of G, and section 9 gives a reverse construction that associates
to every sufficiently nice coaction of the groupoid algebra a Fell bundle provided
that the groupoid G is e´tale.
Preliminaries We use the following notation. Given a subset Y of a normed
space X, we denote by rY s  X the closed linear span of Y . All sesquilinear maps
like inner products of Hilbert spaces are assumed to be conjugate-linear in the first
component and linear in the second one. Given a Hilbert space H, we use the
ket-bra notation and define for each ξ P H operators |ξy : C Ñ H, λ ÞÑ λξ, and
xξ|  |ξy : H Ñ C, ξ1 ÞÑ xξ|ξ1y. Given a C-algebra A and a subspace B  A, we
denote by AXB1 the relative commutant ta P A | ra,Bs  0u.
We shall make extensive use of (right) Hilbert C-modules; see [16]. In partic-
ular, we use the internal tensor product and the KSGNS-construction. Let E be
a Hilbert C-module over a C-algebra A, let F be a Hilbert C-module over a
1funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)
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C-algebra B, and let φ : A Ñ LpF q be a completely positive map. We denote by
E =φ F the Hilbert C
-module over B which is the closed linear span of elements
η =φ ξ, where η P E and ξ P F are arbitrary, and xη =φ ξ|η
1
=φ ξ
1
y  xξ|φpxη|η1yqξ1y
and pη =φ ξqb  η =φ ξb for all η, η
1
P E, ξ, ξ1 P F , and b P B. If φ is a -
homomorphism, this is the usual internal tensor product; if F  B, this is the
KSGNS-construction. If S P LpEq and T P LpF q X φpAq1, then there exists a
unique operator S =φ T P LpE =φ Eq such that pS =φ T qpη =φ ξq  Sη =φ Tξ
for all η P E, ξ P F ; see [9, Proposition 1.34]. We sloppily write “=A” or “=”
instead of “=φ” if no confusion may arise. We also define a flipped product Fφ<E
as follows. We equip the algebraic tensor product F d E with the structure maps
xξdη|ξ1dη1y : xξ|φpxη|η1yqξ1y, pξdηqb : ξbdη, form the separated completion, and
obtain a Hilbert C-module Fφ<E over B which is the closed linear span of elements
ξφ<η, where η P E and ξ P F are arbitrary, and xξφ<η|ξ
1
φ<η
1
y  xξ|φpxη|η1yqξ1y
and pξφ<ηqb  ξbφ<η for all η, η
1
P E, ξ, ξ1 P F , and b P B. Again, we sloppily write
“A<” or “<” instead of “φ<” if no confusion may arise. Evidently, there exists a
unitary Σ: F = E

ÝÑ E < F , η = ξ ÞÑ ξ < η.
2 Hopf C-bimodules and coactions
A groupoid differs from a group in the non-triviality of its unit space. In almost
every approach to quantum groupoids, the unit space is replaced by a nontrivial
algebra, and a relative tensor product of modules and a fiber product of algebras
over that algebra become fundamentally important. We shall use the corresponding
constructions for C-algebras introduced in [27] and briefly summarize the main
definitions and results below. For additional details and motivation, see [27, 28].
The relative tensor product A C-base is a triple pK,B,B:q consisting of
a Hilbert space K and two commuting nondegenerate C-algebras B,B:  LpKq.
It should be thought of as a C-algebraic counterpart to pairs consisting of a von
Neumann algebra and its commutant. Let b  pK,B,B:q be a C-base. Its opposite
is the C-base b: : pK,B:,Bq.
A C-b-module is a pair Hα  pH,αq, where H is a Hilbert space and α 
LpK,Hq is a closed subspace satisfying rαKs  H, rαBs  α, and rααs  B 
LpKq. If Hα is a C
-b-module, then α is a Hilbert C-module over B with inner
product pξ, ξ1q ÞÑ ξξ1 and there exist isomorphisms
α = KÑ H, ξ = ζ ÞÑ ξζ, K < αÑ H, ζ < ξ ÞÑ ξζ, (1)
and a nondegenerate representation
ρα : B
:
Ñ LpHq, ραpb
:
qpξζq  ξb:ζ for all b: P B:, ξ P α, ζ P K.
A semi-morphism between C-b-modules Hα and Kβ is an operator T P LpH,Kq
satisfying Tα  β. If additionally T β  α, we call T a morphism. We denote the
set of all (semi-)morphisms by L
psqpHα,Kβq. If T P LspHα,Kβq, then Tραpb
:
q 
ρβpb
:
qT for all b: P B:, and if additionally T P LpHα,Kβq, then left multiplication
by T defines an operator in Lpα, βq which we again denote by T .
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We shall use the following notion of C-bi- and C-n-modules. Let b1, . . . , bn
be C-bases, where bi  pKi,Bi,B
:
i q for each i. A C
-pb1, . . . , bnq-module is a
tuple pH,α1, . . . , αnq, where H is a Hilbert space and pH,αiq is a C
-bi-module
for each i such that rραipB
:
i qαj s  αj whenever i  j. In the case n  2, we
abbreviate αHβ : pH,α, βq. If pH,α1, . . . , αnq is a C
-pb1, . . . , bnq-module, then
rραipB
:
i q, ραj pB
:
jqs  0 whenever i  j. The set of (semi-)morphisms between C
-
pb1, . . . , bnq-modules H  pH,α1, . . . , αnq and K  pK,β1, . . . , βnq is L
psqpH,Kq :
n
i1 LpsqpHαi ,Kβiq  LpH,Kq.
Let b  pK,B,B:q be a C-base, Hβ C
-b-module, and Kγ a C
-b:-module.
The relative tensor product of Hβ and Kγ is the Hilbert space
Hβb
b
γK : β = K < γ.
It is spanned by elements ξ= ζ<η, where ξ P β, ζ P K, η P γ, and the inner product
is given by xξ = ζ < η|ξ1 = ζ 1 < η1y  xζ|ξξ1ηη1ζ 1y  xζ|ηη1ξξ1ζ 1y for all ξ, ξ1 P β,
ζ, ζ 1 P K, η, η1 P γ. Obviously, there exists a unitary flip
Σ: Hβb
b
γK Ñ Kγb
b:
βH, ξ = ζ < η ÞÑ η = ζ < ξ.
Using the unitaries in (1) on Hβ and Kγ , respectively, we shall make the following
identifications without further notice:
Hρβ<γ  Hβb
b
γK  β =ργ K, ξζ < η  ξ = ζ < η  ξ = ηζ.
For all S P ρβpB
:
q
1 and T P ργpBq
1, we have operators
S < id P LpHρβ<γq  LpHβb
b
γKq, id=T P Lpβ =ργ Kq  LpHβb
b
γKq.
If S P LspHβq or T P LspKγq, then pS < idqpξ = ηζq  Sξ = ηζ or pid=T qpξζ < ηq 
ξζ < Tη, respectively, for all ξ P β, ζ P K, η P γ, so that we can define
S b
b
T : pS < idqpid=T q  pid=T qpS < idq P LpHβb
b
γKq
for all pS, T q P
 
LspHβq  ργpBq
1

Y
 
ρβpB
:
q
1
 LspKγq

.
For each ξ P β and η P γ, there exist bounded linear operators
|ξy1 : K Ñ Hβb
b
γK, ω ÞÑ ξ = ω, |ηy2 : H Ñ Hβb
b
γK, ω ÞÑ ω < η,
whose adjoints xξ|1 : |ξy

1 and xη|2 : |ηy

2 are given by
xξ|1 : ξ
1
= ω ÞÑ ργpξ
ξ1qω, xη|2 : ω < η
1
ÞÑ ρβpη
η1qω.
We write |βy1 : t|ξy1 | ξ P βu  LpK,Hβb
b
γKq and similarly define xβ|1, |γy2, xγ|2.
LetH  pH,α1, . . . , αm, βq be a C
-pa1, . . . , am, bq-module and let K  pK, γ, δ1,
. . . , δnq be a C
-pb:, c1, . . . , cnq-module, where ai  pHi,Ai,A
:
i q and cj  pLj ,Cj,C
:
jq
are C-bases for all i, j. We define
αi  γ : r|γy2αis  LpHi,Hβb
b
γKq, β  δj : r|βy1δjs  LpLj,Hβb
b
γKq
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for all i, j. Then pHβb
b
γK,α1  γ, . . . , αm  γ, β  δ1, . . . , β  δnq is a C
-pa1, . . . , am,
c1, . . . , cnq-module, called the relative tensor product of H and K and denoted by
Hb
b
K. For all i, j and a: P A:i , c
:
P C
:
j,
ρ
pαiγqpa
:
q  ραipa
:
q b
b
id, ρ
pβδjqpc
:
q  idb
b
ρδj pc
:
q.
The relative tensor product is functorial in the following sense. Let H˜ 
pH˜, α˜1, . . . , α˜m, β˜q be a C
-pa1, . . . , am, bq-module, K˜  pK˜, γ˜, δ˜1, . . . , δ˜nq a C
-
pb:, c1, . . . , cnq-module, and S P L
psqpH, H˜q, T P LpsqpK, K˜q. Then there exists a
unique operator Sb
b
T P L
psqpHb
b
K, H˜b
b
K˜q satisfying pSb
b
T qpξ=ζ<ηq  Sξ=ζ<Tη
for all ξ P β, ζ P K, η P γ.
Finally, the relative tensor product is associative in the following sense. Let
d, e1, . . . , el be C
-bases, Kˆ  pK, γ, δ1, . . . , δn, ǫq a C
-pb:, c1, . . . , cn, dq-module and
L  pL, φ, ψ1, . . . , ψlq a C
-pd:, e1, . . . , elq-module. Then there exists a canonical
isomorphism
aH,K,L : pHβb
b
γKqβǫb
d
φLÑ β =ργ Kρǫ<φÑ Hβb
b
γφpKǫb
d
φLq (2)
which is an isomorphism of C-pa1, . . . , am, c1, . . . , cn, e1, . . . , elq-modules pHb
b
Kˆq b
d
L Ñ H b
b
pKˆ b
d
Lq. From now on, we identify the Hilbert spaces in (2) and denote
them by Hβb
b
γKǫb
d
φL.
The fiber product of C-algebras Let b1, . . . , bn be C
-bases, where bi 
pKi,Bi,B
:
i q for each i. A (nondegenerate) C
-pb1, . . . , bnq-algebra consists of a C
-
pb1, . . . , bnq-module pH,α1, . . . , αnq and a (nondegenerate) C
-algebra A  LpHq
such that ραipB
:
i qA is contained in A for each i. We shall only be interested
in the cases n  1, 2, where we abbreviate AαH : pHα, Aq, A
α,β
H : pαHβ, Aq.
Given a C-pb1, . . . , bnq-algebra A  ppH,α1, . . . , αnq, Aq, we identify MpAq with
a C-subalgebra of LprAHsq  LpHq and obtain C-pb1, . . . , bnq-algebra MpAq 
ppH,α1, . . . , αnq,MpAqq.
We need several natural notions of a morphism. Let A  pH, Aq and C  pK, Cq
be C-pb1, . . . , bnq-algebras, where H  pH,α1, . . . , αnq and K  pK, γ1, . . . , γnq. A
-homomorphism π : A Ñ C is called a jointly (semi-)normal morphism or briefly
(semi-)morphism from A to C if rLπ
psq
pH,Kqαis  γi for each i, where
Lπ
psqpH,Kq  tT P LpsqpH,Kq | Ta  πpaqT for all a P Au.
One easily verifies that every (semi-)morphism π between C-b-algebras AαH and
C
γ
K satisfies πpραpb
:
qq  ργpb
:
q for all b: P B:.
We construct a fiber product of C-algebras over C-bases as follows. Given
Hilbert spaces H,K, a closed subspace E  LpH,Kq, and a C-algebra A  LpHq,
we define a C-algebra
IndEpAq : tT P LpKq | TE  rEAs and T
E  rEAsu  LpKq.
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Let b be a C-base, AβH a C
-b-algebra, and BγK a C
-b:-algebra. The fiber product
of AβH and B
γ
K is the C
-algebra
Aβ
b
γB : Ind
|βy1pBq X Ind|γy2pAq  LpHβb
b
γKq.
To define coactions, we also need to consider the C-algebra
Aβ
b
γB : Ind
r|βy1BspBq X Ind|γy2pAq  LpHβb
b
γKq,
which evidently contains Aβ
b
γB. If A and B are unital, so is Aβ
b
γB, but oth-
erwise, Aβ
b
γB and Aβ
b
γB may be degenerate. Clearly, conjugation by the flip
Σ: Hβb
b
γK Ñ Kγb
b:
βH yields an isomorphism
AdΣ : Aβ
b
γB Ñ Bγ 
b:
βA.
If a, c are C-bases, Aα,βH is a C
-pa, bq-algebra and Bγ,δK a C
-pb:, cq-algebra, then
A
α,β
H 
b
B
γ,δ
K : pαHβ b
b
γKδ, Aβ
b
γBq
is a C-pa, cq-algebra, called the fiber product of Aα,βH and B
γ,δ
K [27, Proposition 3.18],
and likewise pαHβ b
b
γKδ, Aβ
b
γBq is a C-pa, cq-algebra.
The construction of the fiber product and of the algebra above is functorial with
respect to (semi-)morphisms [28, Theorem 3.2] in the following sense.
Lemma 2.1. Let c be a C-base, π a semi-morphism of C-b-algebras AβH , C
λ
L, and
γKδ a C
-pb:, cq-module. Let I : Lπs pHβ, Lλq b
b
id  LpHβb
b
γK,Lλb
b
γKq and
X : pIIq1  LpHβb
b
γKq, Y : pII

q
1
 LpLλb
b
γKq.
i) X : pHβb
b
γKδ,Xq and Y : pLλb
b
γKδ, Y q are C
-c-algebras.
ii) There exists a semi-morphism Ind
|γy2pπq : X Ñ Y such that pInd|γy2pπqqpxqz 
zx for all x P X and z P I.
iii) Assume that BγK is a C
-b:-algebra. Then we have Aβ
b
γB  Aβ
b
γB  X,
pInd
|γy2pπqqpAβ 
b
γBq  Cλ 
b
γB and pInd
|γy2pπqqpAβ 
b
γBq  Cλ
b
γB.
iv) r|γy2Axγ|2s  X and pInd
|γy2pπqqpr|γy2Axγ|2sq  r|γy2πpAqxγ|2s.
Proof. The existence of the -homomorphism Ind
|γy2pπq follows as in [28, Lemma
3.1]. The proof of the remaining assertions is straightforward; compare [27, §3.4]
and [28, §3.1].
Theorem 2.2. Let a, b, c be C-bases, φ a (semi-)morphism of C-pa, bq-algebras
A  A
α,β
H and C  C
κ,λ
L , and ψ a (semi-)morphism of C
-pb:, cq-algebras B  Bγ,δK
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and D  Dµ,νM . Then there exists a unique (semi-)morphism of C
-pa, cq-algebras
φ  ψ from pαHβ b
b
γKδ, Aβ
b
γBq to pκLλ b
b
µMν , Cλ
b
µDq such that
pφ  ψqpxqR  Rx for all x P Aβ
b
γB and R P IMJH   JLIK ,
where IX  L
φ
pH,Lq b
b
idX , JY  idY b
b
LψpK,Mq for X P tK,Mu, Y P tH,Lu,
and φ  ψ restricts to a (semi-)morphism from Aα,βH 
b
B
γ,δ
K to C
κ,λ
L 
b
D
µ,ν
M .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 and a similar argument as in the proof of [27,
Theorem 3.13].
Unfortunately, the fiber product need not be associative, but in our applications,
it will only appear as the target of a comultiplication or coaction whose coassocia-
tivity will compensate the non-associativity of the fiber product.
Hopf C-bimodules and coactions The notion of a Hopf C-bimodule was
introduced in [28].
Definition 2.3. Let b  pK,B,B:q be a C-base. A Hopf C-bimodule over b
is a C-pb:, bq-algebra Aβ,αH together with a morphism ∆ from A
β,α
H to A
β,α
H 
b
A
β,α
H
that is coassociative in the sense that pδ  idq  δ  pid ∆q  δ as maps from A to
LpHαb
b
βHαb
b
βHq.
Let pA,∆q be a Hopf C-bimodule, where A  Aβ,αH . A coaction of pA,∆q
consists of a C-b-algebra CγK and a semi-morphism δ from pKγ , Cq to pKγ b
b
βHα, Cγ
b
βAq such that pδidqδ  pid ∆qδ as maps from C to LpKγb
b
βHαb
b
βHq.
We call such a coaction pCγK , δq
• left-full if rδpCq|γy1As  r|γy1As, and right-full if rδpCq|βy2s  r|βy2Cs;
• fine if δ is injective, a morphism, and right-full, and if rργpB
:
qCs  C;
• very fine if it is fine and if δ1 : δpCq Ñ C is a morphism of C-b-algebras
from pKγb
b
βHα, δpCqq to pKγ , Cq.
A morphism between coactions pCγK , δCq and pD
ǫ
L, δDq is a semi-morphism ρ of C
-
b-algebras from CγK to MpDq
ǫ
L that is nondegenerate in the sense that rρpCqDs  D
and equivariant in the sense that δDpdq  pρ  idqpδC pcqq  δDpdρpcqq for all d P D,
c P C. We denote the category of all coactions of pA,∆q by Coact
pA,∆q.
Examples of Hopf C-bimodules and coactions will be discussed in detail in
Sections 5, 6, and 8.
3 Weak C-pseudo-Kac systems
To form a reduced crossed product for a coaction of a Hopf C-bimodule pA,∆q and
to equip this reduced crossed product with a dual coaction, one needs a second Hopf
C-bimodule p pA, p∆q that is dual to pA,∆q in a suitable sense. We shall see that a
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good notion of duality is that pA,∆q and p pA, p∆q are the legs of a weak C-pseudo-
Kac system, which is a generalization of the balanced multiplicative unitaries and
Kac systems introduced by Baaj and Skandalis [1, 3].
C-pseudo-multiplicative unitaries A weak C-pseudo-Kac system consists
of a well-behaved C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary V and a symmetry U satisfying
a number of axioms. Before we state these axioms, we recall from [28] the notion
of a C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary and the construction of the associated Hopf
C-bimodules.
Let b be a C-base. A C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary over b consists of a
C-pb:, b, b:q-module pH, pβ, α, βq and a unitary V : H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ Hαb
b
βH such that
V pα  αq  α  α, V ppβ  βq  pβ  β, V ppβ  pβq  α  pβ, V pβ  αq  β  β (3)
in LpK,Hαb
b
βHq and V12V13V23  V23V12 in the sense that the following diagram
commutes,
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pβ
b
b:
αH V12 //
V23
Hαb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH V23 // Hαb
b
βHαb
b
βH,
H
pβ
b
b:
ααpHαb
b
βHq V13 // pH
pβ
b
b:
αHqααb
b
βH
V12
OO
(4)
where Vij is the leg notation for the operator that acts like V on the ith and jth
factor in the relative tensor product; see [28].
Let V be a C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary as above, let
pA  pAV  rxβ|2V |αy2s  LpHq, p∆  p∆V : pAÑ LpH
pβ
b
b:
αHq, pa ÞÑ V

p1b
b
paqV,
A  AV  rxα|1V |pβy1s  LpHq, ∆  ∆V : AÑ LpHαb
b
βHq, a ÞÑ V pab
b:
1qV ,
and let pA  pAα,
pβ
H , A  A
β,α
H . We say that V is well-behaved if p
pA, p∆q and pA,∆q
are Hopf C-bimodules. This happens for example if V is regular in the sense that
rxα|1V |αy2s  rαα

s  LpHq [28, Theorem 5.7].
The opposite of V is the C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary
V op : ΣV Σ: Hβb
b:
αH
Σ
ÝÑ Hαb
b
βH
V 
ÝÝÑ H
pβ
b
b:
αH
Σ
ÝÑ Hαb
b
pβ
H.
If V is well-behaved or regular, then the same is true for V op, and then
pAV op  AV , p∆V op  AdΣ ∆V , AV op  pAV , ∆V op  AdΣ p∆V . (5)
Balanced C-pseudo-multiplicative unitaries Let pH, pα, pβ, α, βq be a C-
pb, b:, b, b:q-module and U P Lp
pαHpβ, αHβq a symmetry, that is, U  U

 U1.
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Then U pα  α, U pβ  β, Uα  pα, Uβ  pβ, and the following diagram commutes,
H
pαb
b
pβ
H oo
p1 b
bp:q
UqΣ
//
OO
pU b
bp:q
1qΣ

ii
))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
OO
p1 b
bp:q
UqΣ

55
uukkkk
kk
kk
kk
kk
k
Hβb
b:
pαH oo
pU b
bp:q
1qΣ
// Hαb
b
βH
where each arrow can be read in both directions and the diagonal maps are U b
bp:q
U .
We adopt the leg notation and write U1 for U b
bp:q
1 and U2 for 1 b
bp:q
U . For each
T P LpH
pβ
b
b:
αH,Hαb
b
βHq, let
qT : Σp1b
b
UqT p1b
b:
UqΣ: H
pαb
b
pβ
H Ñ H
pβ
b
b:
αH,
pT : ΣpU b
b
1qT pU b
b:
1qΣ: Hαb
b
βH Ñ Hβb
b:
pαH.
Switching from pb,H, pα, pβ, α, βq to pb:,H, β, pα, pβ, αq or pb:,H, pβ, α, β, pαq, respec-
tively, we can iterate the assignments T ÞÑ qT and T ÞÑ pT , and obtain
q
q
qT  pT ,
q
qT  pU b
b
UqT pU b
b:
Uq 
p
pT, qT 
p
p
pT. (6)
Definition 3.1. A balanced C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary pV,Uq on a C-
pb, b:, b, b:q-module pH, pα, pβ, α, βq consists of a symmetry U P Lp
pαHpβ, αHβq and
a C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary V : H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ Hαb
b
βH such that qV and pV are
C-pseudo-multiplicative unitaries.
Remark 3.2. In the definition above, pqV ,Uq is a C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary
if and only if ppV ,Uq is one because qV  pU b
b:
UqpV pU b
b
Uq.
Let pV,Uq be a balanced C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary as above.
Remarks 3.3. i) One easily verifies that pqV ,Uq, ppV ,Uq, pV op, Uq are balanced
C-pseudo-multiplicative unitaries again. We call them the predual, dual, and
opposite of pV,Uq, respectively.
ii) The relations (3) for the unitaries qV , pV read as follows:
pβ  pβ
qV
ÝÑ
pβ  pβ, pα  α
qV
ÝÑ pα  α, pα  pα
qV
ÝÑ
pβ  pα, α  pβ
qV
ÝÑ α  α,
β  β
pV
ÝÑ β  β, α  pα
pV
ÝÑ α  pα, α  α
pV
ÝÑ β  α, pα  β
pV
ÝÑ pα  pα,
where X
W
ÝÑ Y means WX  Y . They furthermore imply
pβ  pα
V
ÝÑ α  pα, pα  β
qV
ÝÑ
pβ  β, α  pβ
pV
ÝÑ β  pβ,
pα  α
V
ÝÑ pα  β, β  pβ
qV
ÝÑ β  α, pβ  β
pV
ÝÑ
pβ  pα.
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iii) The spaces pA and A are contained in LpH
pαq since r pApαs  rxβ|2V |αy2pαs 
rxβ|2|βy2pαs  rραpB
:
qpαs  pα and similarly rApαs  rxα|1V |pβy1pαs  pα.
Lemma 3.4. V13V23 qV12  qV12V13 and pV23V12V13  V13 pV23, that is, the following
diagrams commute:
pH
pαb
b
pβ
Hq
pβpβ
b
b:
αH V13 //
qV12 
pH
pαb
b
pβ
Hq
αpβ
b
b
βH
qV12 // pH
pβ
b
b:
αHqααb
b
βH,
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pβ
b
b:
αH V23 // H
pβ
b
b:
ααpHαb
b
βHq
V13
OO
(7)
H
pβ
b
b:
ααpHαb
b
βHq
pV23 //
V13 
H
pβ
b
b:
βαpHβb
b:
pαHq V13 // Hαb
b
ββpHβb
b:
pαHq.
pH
pβ
b
b:
αHqααb
b
βH V12 // Hαb
b
βHαb
b
βH
pV23
OO
(8)
Proof. Let W : ΣV Σ. We insert the relation qV  U1WU1 into the pentagon
equation qV12 qV13 qV23  qV23 qV12 and obtain U1W12U1  U1W13U1  qV23  qV23  U1W12U1
and hence W12W13 qV23  qV23W12. We conjugate both sides of this equation by the
automorphism Σ23Σ12, which amounts to renumbering the legs of the operators
according to the permutation p1, 2, 3q ÞÑ p2, 3, 1q, and obtain V13V23 qV12  qV12V13.
A similar calculation shows that pV23V12V13  V13 pV23.
Proposition 3.5. pA
qV
 UAV U , p∆
qV
 Ad
pUb
b
Uq ∆V AdU , AqV 
pAV , ∆
qV

p∆V
and A
pV
 U pAV U , ∆
pV
 Ad
pUb
b:
Uq 
p∆V  AdU , pA
pV
 AV , p∆
pV
 ∆V .
Proof. By definition, A
qV
 rx
pβ|1ΣU2V U2Σ|pαy1s  rxU pβ|2V |U pαy2s  rxβ|2V |αy2s 
pAV . Next, let pa  xξ
1
|2V |ξy2 P pAV , where ξ
1
P β, ξ P α. The following diagram
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
qV 
//
|ξy3

H
pαb
b
pβ
H
pab
b
1
//
|ξy3
H
pαb
b
pβ
H
qV
// H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pH
pαb
b
pβ
Hq
pβpβ
b
b:
αH
V13
// pH
pαb
b
pβ
Hq
αpβ
b
b
βH
qV12
**UUU
UU
UU
xξ1|3
OO
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pβ
b
b:
αH
V12
))TTT
TT
TT
V13V23 //
qV 
12
55jjjjjjj
pH
pβ
b
b:
αHqααb
b
βH
xξ1|3

xξ1|3
OO
Hαb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH V23 // Hαb
b
βHαb
b
βH
V 
12
44iiiiiii
xξ1|3
H
pβ
b
b:
αH V //
|ξy3
OO
Hαb
b
βH
1b
b
pa
//
|ξy3
OO
Hαb
b
βH V

// H
pβ
b
b:
αH
commutes because diagrams (7) and (4) commute. Therefore, ∆
qV
ppaq  qV ppa b
b
1qqV   V p1 b
b
paqV  p∆V ppaq. Since elements of the form like pa are dense in pAV ,
we can conclude ∆
qV

p∆
qV
. The proof of the remaining assertions is similar.
Corollary 3.6. If V is well-behaved, then also qV and pV are well-behaved.
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Weak C-pseudo-Kac systems Let pV,Uq as above.
Lemma 3.7. For each pa P pA and a P A, we have equivalences
p1b
b:
paqpV  pV p1b
b
paq  pUpaU b
b
1qV  V pUpaU b
b:
1q  rUpaU, pAs  0,
pab
b:
1qqV  qV pab
b
1q  p1b
b
UaUqV  V p1b
b:
UaUq  rUaU,As  0.
These equivalent conditions hold for all pa P pA and a P A if and only if V23 pV12 
pV12V23 and qV23V12  V12 qV23 in the sense that the following diagrams commute:
Hαb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH
pV12
//
V23
Hβb
b:
pαH pβb
b:
αH
V23
Hαb
b
βHαb
b
βH
pV12 // Hβb
b:
pαHαb
b
βH,
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pαb
b
pβ
H
V12
//
qV23
Hαb
b
βH
pαb
b
pβ
H
qV23
H
pβ
b
b:
αH
pβ
b
b:
αH V12 // Hαb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH.
Proof. This is straightforward, for example, V23 pV12  pV12V23 holds if and only
if xξ1|3V23 pV12|ξy3  xξ
1
|3
pV12V23|ξy3 for all ξ P α, ξ
1
P β and hence if and only if
p1b
b:
paqpV  pV p1b
b
paq for all pa P pA.
Definition 3.8. We call pV,Uq a weak C-pseudo-Kac system if V is well-behaved
and if the equivalent conditions in Lemma 3.7 hold, and a C-pseudo-Kac-system if
V, qV , pV are regular and pΣp1b
b
UqV q3  id, where Σp1b
b
UqV : H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ H
pβ
b
b:
αH.
Remark 3.9. In leg notation, the equation
 
Σp1b
b
UqV
3
 1 reads pΣU2V q
3
 1.
Conjugating by Σ or V , we see that this condition is equivalent to the relation
pU2V Σq
3
 1 and to the relation pV ΣU2q
3
 1.
Lemma 3.10. pΣU2V q
3
 1 if and only if pV V qV  U1Σ.
Proof. Use the relation U1U2pΣU2V q
3U2Σ  ΣU1V U1ΣV ΣU2V U2Σ  pV V qV .
Proposition 3.11. Every C-pseudo-Kac system is a weak C-pseudo-Kac system.
Proof. Let pV,Uq be a C-pseudo-Kac system. Then V, qV , pV are regular and there-
fore well-behaved. Using diagrams (4) and (7), we find
V12 qV12Σ12V23  V12 qV12V13Σ12  V12V13V23 qV12Σ12  V23V12 qV12Σ12.
By Lemma 3.10, V12 qV12Σ12  pV

12U1 and hence
pV 12U1V23  V23
pV 12U1. Since
pV12 is
unitary and U1V23  V23U1, we can conclude pV12V23  V23 pV12. A similar argument
shows that qV23V12  V12 qV23.
The following result is crucial for the duality presented in the next section.
Proposition 3.12. Let pV,Uq be a C-pseudo-Kac system. Then rA pAs  rpαpαs.
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Proof. The relation rpα pAs  pα (Remark 3.3 iii)), regularity of V , and the relations
V   ΣU2V ΣU2V ΣU2 and rV |αy2 pAs  r|βy2 pAs [28, Proposition 5.8] imply
rpαpαs  rUααU pAs  rUxα|2V

|αy1U pAs
 rUxα|2ΣU2V ΣU2V ΣU2|αy1U pAs
 rxα|1V ΣU2V |αy2 pAs
 rxα|1V ΣU2|βy2 pAs  rxα|1V |pβy1 pAs  rA pAs.
Lemma 3.13. Let pV,Uq be a (weak) C-pseudo-Kac system. Then also pqV ,Uq,
p
pV ,Uq, and pV op, Uq are (weak) C-pseudo-Kac systems.
Proof. If pV,Uq is a weak C-pseudo-Kac system, then the tuples above are balanced
C-pseudo-multiplicative unitaries by Remark 3.3 i), and the remaining necessary
conditions follow easily from Proposition 3.5 and equation (5).
If pV,Uq is a C-pseudo-Kac system, then equation (6), the relation pV opq 
U1V
U1  ppV q
op, and the fact that V op is regular, imply that the tuples above
satisfy the regularity condition in Definition 3.8. To check that they also satisfy
the second condition, we use Remark 3.9 and calculate pΣU2pV q
3
 pV ΣU2q
3
 1,
p
qV ΣU2q
3
 pΣU2V q
3
 1, pU2V
opΣq3  pU2ΣV

q
3
 ppV ΣU2q
3
q

 1.
The C-pseudo-Kac system of a compact C-quantum groupoid In
[26], we introduced compact C-quantum groupoids and associated to each such ob-
ject a regular C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary V . We now recall this construction
and define a symmetry U such that pV,Uq is a C-pseudo-Kac system.
A compact C-quantum graph consists of a unital C-algebra B with a faith-
ful KMS-state µ, a unital C-algebra A with unital embeddings r : B Ñ A and
s : Bop Ñ A such that rrpBq, spBopqs  0, and faithful conditional expectations
φ : AÑ rpBq  B and ψ : AÑ spBopq  Bop such that the compositions ν : µ  φ
and ν1 : µop  ψ are KMS-states related by some positive invertible element
δ P AXrpBq1XspBopq1 via the formula ν1paq  νpδ1{2aδ1{2q, valid for all a P A. An
involution for such a compact C-quantum graph is a -antiisomorphism R : AÑ A
such that R  R  idA, Rprpbqq  spb
op
q and φpRpaqq  ψpaqop for all b P B, a P A.
Let pB,µ,A, r, s, φ, ψq be a compact C-quantum graph with involution R. We
denote by pHµ, ζµ, Jµq and pHν , ζν , Jνq the GNS-spaces, canonical cyclic vectors,
and modular conjugations for the KMS-states µ and ν, respectively, and let ζν1 
δ1{2ζν . As usual, we have representations B
op
Ñ LpHµq, b
op
ÞÑ Jµb
Jµ, and A
op
Ñ
LpHνq, a
op
ÞÑ Jνa
Jν . Using the isometries
ζφ : Hµ Ñ Hν , bζµ ÞÑ rpbqζν , ζψ : Hµop Ñ Hν, b
opζµop ÞÑ spb
op
qζν1 ,
we define subspaces pα, pβ, α, β  LpHµ,Hνq by pα : rAζφs, pβ : rAζψs, β : rA
opζφs,
β : rAopζψs. Let H  Hν and b  pK,B,B
:
q, where K  Hµ, B  B  LpHµq,
B:  Bop  LpHµq. Then pH, pα, pβ, α, βq is a C
-pb, b:, b, b:q-module and A : Aβ,αH
a C-pb:, bq-algebra [26].
A compact C-quantum groupoid consists of a compact C-quantum graph with
involution as above and a morphism AÑ A 
b
A of C-pb:, bq-algebras such that
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i) p∆  idq ∆  pid ∆q ∆ as maps from A to LpHαb
b
βHαb
b
βHq;
ii) xζφ|2∆paq|ζφy2  ρβpφpaqq and xζψ|1∆paq|ζψy1  ραpψpaqq for all a P A;
iii) r∆pAq|αy1s  r|αy1As  r∆pAq|ζψy1As, r∆pAq|βy2s  r|βy2As  r∆pAq|ζφy2As;
iv) Rpxζψ|1∆paqpd
op
b
b
1q|ζψy1q  xζψ|1pa
op
b
b
1q∆pdq|ζψy1 for all a, d P A.
By [26, Theorem 5.4], there exists a unique regular C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary
V : H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ Hαb
b
βH such that V |aζψy1  ∆paq|ζψy1 for all a P A. Denote by
J  Jν the modular conjugation for ν as above, by I : H Ñ H the antiunitary given
by Iaζν1  Rpaq
ζν for all a P A, and let U  IJ P LpHq.
Proposition 3.14. pV,Uq is a C-pseudo-Kac system.
Proof. First, U2  IJIJ  IJJI  II  idH because IJ  JI, and Uζφ  ζψ,
Uζν  ζν1 , U pα  Iβ  α, U pβ  Iα  β by [26, Lemma 2.7, Proposition 3.8]. The
relation pJαb
Jµ
βIqV pJαb
Jµ
βIq  V
 [26, Theorem 5.6] implies
qV  Σp1b
b
JIqV p1b
b:
JIqΣ  pJαb
Jµ
pβ
JqΣpJαb
Jµ
βIqV pJαb
Jµ
βIqΣpJ
pαb
Jµ
pβ
Jq
 pJαb
Jµ
pβ
JqΣV ΣpJ
pαb
Jµ
pβ
Jq  pJαb
Jµ
pβ
JqV oppJ
pαb
Jµ
pβ
Jq.
Since V op is a regular C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary, so is qV . In particular, pV,Uq
is a balanced C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary. We show that pV V  U1ΣqV
, and
then the claim follows from Lemma 3.10. Let a, b P A and ω  pV V paζψ = Ubζν1q.
Since ∆paq  pV p1b
b:
aqpV by Proposition 3.5,
ω  pV∆paqpζψ = Ubζν1q  p1b
b:
aqpV pζψ = Ubζν1q
 ΣpU b
b
1qpUaU b
b
1qV pbζν1 < ζψq
 ΣpU b
b
1qpUaU b
b
1q∆pbqpζψ = ζν1q.
Using the relations UaU  JIaIJ  Rpaqop and rUaUb
b
1,∆pbqs P rAopb
b
1, Aα
b
βAs 
0, we find
ω  ΣpU b
b
1q∆pbqpUaUζψ = ζν1q  pU b
b:
1qΣpU b
b
Uq∆pbqpU b
b
UqpaUζψ = ζνq.
Since qV p1b
b:
UbUqqV  pU b
b
Uq∆pbqpU b
b
Uq by Proposition 3.5, we obtain
ω  pU b
b:
1qΣqV p1b
b:
UbUqqV paUζψ = ζνq
 pU b
b:
1qΣqV p1b
b:
UbUqΣp1b
b
UqV pζν < UaUζψq.
By Proposition [26, Proposition 5.5], V pζν < UaUζψq  ζν < UaUζφ, whence
ω  pU b
b:
1qΣqV p1b
b:
UbUqpaUζφ = ζνq  pU b
b:
1qΣqV paζψ = Ubζν1q.
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4 Reduced crossed products and duality
Let pV,Uq be a weak C-pseudo-Kac system and let pA,∆q, p pA, p∆q be the Hopf
C-bimodules associated to V as in the preceding section. Generalizing the corre-
sponding constructions and results for coactions of Hopf C-algebras [3], we now
associate to every coaction of one of these Hopf C-bimodules a reduced crossed
product that carries a dual coaction of the other Hopf C-bimodule, and prove a
duality theorem concerning the iteration of this construction.
Reduced crossed products for coactions of pA,∆q Let δ be a coaction
of the Hopf C-bimodule pA,∆q on a C-b-algebra C  CγK and let
2
C r pA : rδpCqp1 b
b
pAqs  LpKγb
b
βHq, C r pA : pKγb
b
βH
pβ
, C r pAq.
Proposition 4.1. i) rδpCqpγ  pβqs  γ  pβ with equality if δ is left-full.
ii) C r pA is a C
-algebra and C r pA is a C
-b:-algebra.
iii) There exist nondegenerate -homomorphisms C Ñ MpC r pAq and pA Ñ
MpC r pAq, given by c ÞÑ δpcq and pa ÞÑ 1b
b
pa, respectively.
Proof. i) The relation pβ  rApβs [28, Proposition 3.11] implies that rδpCq|γy1pβs 
rδpCq|γy1Apβs  r|γy1Apβs  r|γy1pβs.
ii) We first show that rp1 b
b
pAqδpCqs  rδpCqp1 b
b
pAqs. Let δp2q : pid ∆q  δ 
pδ  idq  δ : C Ñ LpKγb
b
βHγb
b
βHq. By definition of pA and ∆,
rp1b
b
pAqδpCqs  rxβ|3p1b
b
V q|αy3δpCqs  rxβ|3p1b
b
V qpδpCq b
b:
1q|αy3s
 rxβ|3δ
p2q
pCqp1b
b
V q|αy3s
 rδpCqxβ|3p1b
b
V q|αy3s  rδpCqp1 b
b
pAqs.
Consequently, C r pA is a C
-algebra. By [28, Proposition 3.11], r pAρ
pβ
pBqs  pA,
and hence rpC r pAqρ
pγpβq
pBqs  rδpCqp1 b
b
pAρ
pβ
pBqqs  rδpCqp1 b
b
pAqs  C r pA.
iii) Immediate.
Theorem 4.2. There exists a unique coaction pδ of p pA, p∆q on C r pA such that
pδpδpcqp1 b
b
paqq  pδpcq b
b:
1qp1 b
b
p∆ppaqq for all c P C, pa P pA. If p∆ is a fine coaction,
then pδ is a very fine coaction. If δ is left-full, then pδ is left-full.
Proof. Define pδ : Cr pAÑ LpKγb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αHq by x ÞÑ p1b
b
qV qpxb
b
1qp1b
b
qV q. Then
pδ is injective and satisfies pδpδpcqp1 b
b
paqq  pδpcq b
b:
1qp1 b
b
p∆ppaqq for all c P C, pa P pA
because qV ppab
b
1qqV   p∆ppaq by Proposition 3.5 and p1 b
b
qV qδpcqp1 b
b
qV q  δpcq as
2The notation C r pA is consistent with [3] but not with [10], where C r A is used instead.
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a consequence of the relation qV pab
b
1qqV   ab
b:
1. We show that pδ is a coaction of
p
pA, p∆q. First, rpδpC r pAq|αy3s  r|αy3pC r pAqs because
rpδpCq b
b:
1qp1 b
b
p∆p pAqq|αy3s  rpδpCq b
b:
1q|αy3p1b
b
pAqs  r|αy3δpCqp1 b
b
pAqs. (9)
Next, rpδpC r pAq|γ  pβy1 pAs  r|γ  pβy1 pAs because by Proposition 4.1 i),
rp1b
b
p∆p pAqqpδpCq b
b:
1q|γ  pβy1 pAs  rp1b
b
p∆p pAqq|γ  pβy1 pAs
 r|γy1 p∆p pAq|pβy1 pAs  r|γy1|pβy1 pAs. (10)
Furthermore, pδpxqp1 b
b
qV q|ξy3  p1 b
b
qV q|ξy3x for each x P C r pA, ξ P pβ, and by
Remark 3.3 ii), rp1b
b
qV q|pβy3pγ  pβqs  γ  pβ  pβ and rxpβ|3p1b
b
qV qpγ  pβ  pβqs  γ  pβ.
The maps ppδ  idq  pδ and pid p∆q  pδ from C r pA to L
 
Kγb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH
pβ
b
b:
αH

are
given by δpcqp1 b
b
paq ÞÑ
 
δpcq b
b:
1 b
b:
1
 
1 b
b
p∆p2qppaq

for all c P C,pa P pA, where
p∆p2q : pp∆  idq  p∆  pid p∆q  p∆. Thus, pC r pA, pδq is a coaction of p pA, p∆q.
If the coactions p∆ is fine, then the inclusion (9) is an equality and in any case
rx
pβ|3p1 b
b
qV qpγ  pβ  pβqs  γ  pβ, whence pδ will be very fine. If δ is left-full, then
the inclusion (10) is an equality by Proposition 4.1 i) and hence pδ is left-full.
Definition 4.3. We call C r pA the reduced crossed product and pC r pA, pδq the
reduced dual coaction of pC, δq.
The construction of reduced dual coactions is functorial in the following sense:
Proposition 4.4. Let ρ be a morphism between coactions pC, δCq and pD, δDq of
pA,∆q. Then there exists a unique morphism ρr id from pCr pA, pδCq to pDr pA, pδDq
such that pρ r idq
 
p1 b
b
paqδCpcq

 δDpdqp1 b
b
pa1q  p1 b
b
paqδDpρpcqdqp1 b
b
pa1q for all
c P C, d P D, pa,pa1 P pA.
Proof. The semi-morphism Ind
|βy2pρq of Lemma 2.1 restricts to a semi-morphism
ρr id from Cr pA to MpDr pAq which satisfies the formula given above, and this
formula implies that ρr id is a morphism of coactions as claimed.
Corollary 4.5. There exists a functor  r pA : Coact
pA,∆q Ñ Coact
p
pA, p∆q
given
by pC, δq ÞÑ pC r pA, pδq and ρ ÞÑ ρr id.
Reduced crossed products for coactions of p pA, p∆q The construction in
the preceding paragraph carries over to coactions of the Hopf C-bimodule p pA, p∆q
as follows. Let δ be a coaction of p pA, p∆q on a C-b:-algebra C  CγK and let
C r A : rδpCqp1 b
b:
UAUqs  LpKγb
b:
αHq, C r A  pKγb
b:
αH
pα, C r Aq.
Using straightforward modifications of the preceding proofs, one shows:
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Proposition 4.6. i) rδpCqpγ  pαqs  γ  pα with equality if δ is fine.
ii) C r A is a C
-algebra and C r A is a C
-b-algebra.
iii) There exist nondegenerate -homomorphisms C Ñ MpC r Aq and A Ñ
MpC r Aq, given by c ÞÑ δpcq and a ÞÑ 1b
b:
a, respectively.
Theorem 4.7. There exists a unique coaction pC r A, pδq of pA,∆q such that
pδpδpcqp1 b
b:
UaUqq  pδpcq b
b
1qp1 b
b:
Ad
pUb
b
1q∆paqq for all c P C, a P A. If ∆ is
a fine coaction, then pδ is a very fine coaction. If δ is left-full, then pδ is left-full.
Definition 4.8. Let pC, δq be a coaction of p pA, p∆q. Then we call CrA the reduced
crossed product and pC r A, pδq the reduced dual coaction of pC, δq.
Proposition 4.9. Let ρ be a morphism between coactions pC, δCq and pD, δDq of
p
pA, p∆q. Then there exists a unique morphism ρr id from pCrA, pδCq to pDrA, pδDq
such that pρr idq
 
p1b
b:
UaUqδCpcq

δDpdqp1b
b:
Ua1Uq  p1b
b:
UaUqδDpρpcqdqp1b
b:
Ua1Uq
for all c P C, d P D, a, a1 P A.
Corollary 4.10. There exists a functor r A : Coact
p
pA, p∆q
Ñ Coact
pA,∆q given
by pC, δq ÞÑ pC r A, pδq and ρ ÞÑ ρr id.
The duality theorem The preceding constructions yield for each coaction
pC, δCq of pA,∆q and each coaction pD, δDq of p pA, p∆q a bidual pC r pA r A,
p
pδCq
and pD r A r pA,
p
pδDq, respectively. The following generalization of the Baaj-
Skandalis duality theorem [3] identifies these biduals in the case where pV,Uq is a
C-pseudo-Kac system and the initial coactions are fine. Morally, it says that up
to Morita equivalence, the functors r pA and r A implement an equivalence
of the categories Coactf
pA,∆q
and Coactf
p
pA, p∆q
.
Theorem 4.11. Assume that pV,Uq is a C-pseudo-Kac system.
i) Let pC, δq be a (very) fine coaction of pA,∆q, where C  CγK . Then there
exists an isomorphism Φ: Cr pArAÑ r|βy2Cxβ|2s  LpKγb
b
βHq such that
Φ1 is an (iso)morphism from pKγb
b
βH
pα, r|βy2Cxβ|2sq to C r pA r A and
p
pδ  Φ1  pΦ1  idq  Ad
p1b
b
ΣpV q
 Ind
|βy2pδq.
ii) Let pD, δq be a (very) fine coaction of p pA, p∆q, where D  DǫL. Then there
exists an isomorphism Φ: Dr Ar pA  r|αy2Dxα|2s  LpLǫb
b:
αHq such that
Φ1 is an (iso)morphism from pLǫb
b:
αH
pβ
, r|αy2Dxα|2sq to D r A r pA and
p
pδ  Φ1  pΦ1  idq  Ad
p1b
b:
ΣV q  Ind|αy2pδq.
Proof. We only prove i); assertion ii) follows similarly after replacing pV,Uq by
p
qV ,Uq. By Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.12, applied to the C-pseudo-Kac
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system pqV ,Uq, we have r pAAdU pAqs  rA
qV
pA
qV
s  rββs, and since δ is fine,
r|βy2Cxβ|2s  rδpCqp1 b
b
ββqs  rδpCqp1 b
b
pAAdU pAqqs.
One easily verifies that the -homomorphism Ind
|βy2pδq (see Lemma 2.1) yields an
(iso)morphism of C-b-algebras
Ind
|βy2pδq :
 
Kγb
b
βH
pα, r|βy2Cxβ|2s

Ñ
 
Kγb
b
βHαb
b
βH
pα, r|βy2δpCqxβ|2s

.
Denote by Ψ the composition of this (iso)morphism with the isomorphism Ad
p1b
b
V q
and let δp2q  pδ  idq  δ  pid ∆q  δ. Let x  δpcqp1b
b
paUaUq P r|βy2Cxβ|2s, where
c P C,pa P pA, a P A. By Lemma 3.7,
Ψpxq  Ad
p1b
b
V qpδ
p2q
pcqp1 b
b
1b
b
paUaUqq  pδpcq b
b:
1qp1 b
b
p∆ppaqqp1 b
b
1b
b:
UaUq.
Consequently, Ψpr|βy2Cxβ|2sq  C r pA r A. The relations C r pA r A 
pKγb
b
βH
pβ
b
b:
αH
pα, C r pA r Aq and p1 b
b
V qpγ  α  pαq  γ  pβ  pα imply that
Ψ is a morphism of C-b-algebras as claimed. Using the definition of
p
pδ, Proposition
3.5, and Lemma 3.7, we find
p
pδpΨpxqq  pδpcq b
b:
1b
b
1qp1 b
b
p∆paˆq b
b
1qp1 b
b
1b
b:
Ad
pUb
b
1qp∆paqqq
 Ad
p1b
b
V b
b
1q
 
pδp2qpcq b
b
1qp1 b
b
1b
b
pab
b
1qp1 b
b
1b
b
Ad
pUb
b
1qp∆paqqq

 pΨ  idq
 
pδpcq b
b
1qp1 b
b
pab
b
1qp1 b
b
Ad
pUb
b
1qp∆paqqq

 pΨ  idq
 
p1b
b
ΣpV qδp2qpcqp1 b
b
1b
b
paUaUqp1b
b
pV Σq

 pΨ  idq
 
p1b
b
ΣpV qpInd
|βy2pδqpxqqp1 b
b
pV Σq

.
5 The C-pseudo-Kac system of a groupoid
For the remainder of this article, we fix a locally compact, Hausdorff, second count-
able groupoid G with a left Haar system λ. In [28], we associated to such a groupoid
a regular C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary V and identified the underlying C-
algebras of the Hopf C-bimodules p pA, p∆q and pA,∆q of V with the function algebra
C0pGq and the reduced groupoid C
-algebra Cr pGq, respectively. We now recall this
construction and define a symmetry U such that pV,Uq becomes a C-pseudo-Kac
system. For background on groupoids, see [19, 22].
Denote by λ1 the right Haar system associated to λ and let µ be a measure on
the unit space G0 with full support. We denote the range and the source map of G
by r and s, respectively, let Gu : r1puq and Gu : s
1
puq for each u P G0, and
define measures ν, ν1 on G such that
»
G
f dν 
»
G0
»
Gu
f pxqdλupxqdµpuq,
»
G
fdν1 
»
G0
»
Gu
f pxqdλ1u pxqdµpuq
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for all f P CcpGq. We assume that µ is quasi-invariant in the sense that ν and ν
1
are equivalent, and denote by D : dν{dν1 the Radon-Nikodym derivative. One
can choose D such that it is a Borel homomorphism, see [19, p. 89], and we do so.
We identify functions in CbpG
0
q and CbpGq with multiplication operators on
the Hilbert spaces L2pG0, µq and L2pG, νq, respectively, and let K  L2pG0, µq,
B  B:  C0pG
0
q  LpKq, b  pK,B,B:q  b, H  L2pG, νq.
Pulling functions on G0 back to G along r or s, we obtain representations
r : C0pG
0
q Ñ CbpGq ãÑ LpHq and s
 : C0pG
0
q Ñ CbpGq ãÑ LpHq. We define
Hilbert C-C0pG
0
q-modules L2pG,λq and L2pG,λ1q as the respective completions
of the pre-C-module CcpGq, the structure maps being given by
xξ1|ξypuq 
»
Gu
ξ1pxqξpxqdλupxq, ξf  rpf qξ in the case of L2pG,λq,
xξ1|ξypuq 
»
Gu
ξ1pxqξpxqdλ1u pxq, ξf  s

pf qξ in the case of L2pG,λ1q
respectively, for all ξ, ξ1 P CcpGq, u P G
0, f P C0pG
0
q. Then there exist isometric
embeddings j : L2pG,λq Ñ LpK,Hq and jˆ : L2pG,λ1q Ñ L
 
K,H

such that
 
jpξqζ

pxq  ξpxqζprpxqq,
 
jˆpξqζ

pxq  ξpxqD1{2pxqζpspxqq
for all ξ P CcpGq, ζ P CcpG
0
q. Let α  β : jpL2pG,λqq and pα  pβ : jˆpL2pG,λ1qq.
Then pH, pα, pβ, α, βq is a C-pb, b:, b, b:q-module, ρα  ρβ  r
 and ρ
pα  ρpβ  s
,
and jpξqjpξ1q  xξ|ξ1y and jˆpηqjˆpη1q  xη|η1y for all ξ, ξ1 P L2pG,λq, η, η1 P
L2pG,λ1q [28].
The Hilbert spaces H
pβ
b
b:
αH and Hαb
b
βH can be described as follows. Define
measures ν2s,r on GsrG and ν
2
r,r on GrrG such that
»
GsrG
f dν2s,r 
»
G0
»
Gu
»
Gspxq
f px, yqdλspxqpyqdλupxqdµpuq,
»
GrrG
g dν2r,r 
»
G0
»
Gu
»
Gu
gpx, yqdλupyqdλupxqdµpuq
(11)
for all f P CcpGsrGq, g P CcpGrrGq. Then there exist unitaries
Φ: H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ L
2
pGsrG, ν
2
s,rq and Ψ: Hαb
b
βH Ñ L
2
pGrrG, ν
2
r,rq
such that for all η, ξ P CcpGq, ζ P CcpG
0
q,
Φ
 
jˆpηq = ζ < jpξq

px, yq  ηpxqD1{2pxqζpspxqqξpyq,
Ψ
 
jpηq = ζ < jpξq

px, yq  ηpxqζprpxqqξpyq.
From now on, we use these isomorphisms without further notice.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a C-pseudo-Kac system pV,Uq on pH, pα, pβ, α, βq such
that for all ω P CcpGsrGq, px, yq P GrrG, ξ P CcpGq, z P G,
pV ωqpx, yq  ωpx, x1yq and pUξqpxq  ξpx1qDpxq1{2. (12)
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Proof. By [28, Theorem 2.7, Example 5.3 ii)], there exists a regular C-pseudo-
multiplicative unitary V as claimed. The second formula in (12) defines a unitary
U P LpHq by definition of the Radon-Nikodym derivative D  dν{dν1, and U2 
id because pU2ξqpxq  pUξqpx1qDpxq1{2  ξpxqDpxq1{2Dpxq1{2  ξpxq for all
ξ P CcpGq and x P G. The unitary pV  ΣU1V U1Σ is equal to V
op
 ΣV Σ because
pU1V U1ωqpx, yq  pV U1ωqpx
1, yqDpxq1{2
 pU1ωqpx
1, xyqDpxq1{2
 ωpx, xyqDpx1q1{2Dpxq1{2  ωpx, xyq
for all ω P CcpGrrGq, px, yq P GsrG. In particular, pV is a regular C
-pseudo-
multiplicative unitary. It remains to show that the map Z : ΣU2V : H
pβ
b
b:
αH Ñ
H
pβ
b
b:
αH satisfies Z
3
 1. But for all ω P CcpGsrGq and px, yq P GsrG,
pZωqpx, yq  pV ωqpy, x1qDpxq1{2  ωpy, y1x1qDpxq1{2,
pZ3ωqpx, yq  pZ2ωqpy, y1x1qDpxq1{2
 pZωqpy1x1, xyy1q
 
DpxqDpyq

1{2
 ωpx, x1xyq
 
DpxqDpyqDpy1x1q

1{2
 ωpx, yq.
The Hopf C-bimodules p pA, p∆q and pA,∆q associated to V can be described as
follows [28, Theorem 3.22]. Given g P CcpGq, define Lpgq P C

r pGq  LpHq by
pLpgqf qpxq 
»
Grpxq
gpzqf pz1xqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzq
for all x P G, f P CcpGq  L
2
pG, νq  H. Then
pA
 C0pGq  LpHq,
 
p∆
pf qω

px, yq  f pxyqωpx, yq, (13)
A  Cr pGq,
 
∆pLpgqqω1

px1, y1q 
»
Gu
1
gpzqD1{2pzqω1pz1x1, z1y1qdλu
1
pzq
for all f P C0pGq, ω P CcpGsrGq, px, yq P GsrG and g P CcpGq, ω
1
P CcpGrrGq,
px1, y1q P GrrG, where u
1
 rpx1q  rpy1q. We shall loosely refer to C0pGq and
Cr pGq as Hopf C
-bimodules, having in mind p pA, p∆q and pA,∆q, respectively.
6 Actions of G and coactions of C0pGq
Let G be a groupoid and consider C0pGq as a Hopf C
-bimodule as in the preceding
section. Then coactions of C0pGq can be related to actions of G as follows. Let us
say that a tuple pF,G, η, ǫq is an embedding of a category C into a category D as
a full and coreflective subcategory if F : C Ñ D is a full and faithful functor and
G : D Ñ C is a faithful right adjoint to F, where η : idC Ñ GF is the unit and
ǫ : FGÑ idD is the counit of the adjunction; see also [18, §IV.3]. In this section, we
construct such an embedding of the category of actions of G on continuous C0pG
0
q-
algebras into the category of certain admissible coactions of C0pGq. We keep the
notation introduced in the preceding section.
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C0pG
0
q-algebras and C-b-algebras We shall embed the category of admis-
sible C0pG
0
q-algebras into the category of admissible C-b-algebras as a full and
coreflective subcategory.
Recall that a C0pXq-algebra, where X is some locally compact Hausdorff space,
is a C-algebra C with a fixed nondegenerate -homomorphism of C0pXq into the
center of the multiplier algebra MpCq [6, 14]. We denote the fiber of a C0pXq-
algebra C at a point x P X by Cx and write the quotient map px : C Ñ Cx as
c ÞÑ cx. Recall that C is a continuous C0pXq-algebra if the map X Ñ R given
by x ÞÑ }cx} is continuous for each c P C. A morphism of C0pXq-algebras C,D is
a nondegenerate -homomorphism π : C Ñ MpDq such that πpfcq  fπpcq for all
f P C0pXq, c P C.
Definition 6.1. We call a C0pG
0
q-algebra C admissible if it is continuous and if
Cu  0 for each u P G
0, and we call a C-b-algebra CγK admissible if rργpC0pG
0
qqCs 
C and rCγs  γ. A morphism between admissible C-b-algebras CγK , D
ǫ
L is a
semi-morphism π from CγK to MpDq
ǫ
L that is nondegenerate in the sense that
rπpCqDs  D. Denote by C0pG
0
q-alg
a
the category of all admissible C0pG
0
q-
algebras, and by C-b-alga the category of all admissible C-b-algebras.
Lemma 6.2. i) Let CγK be an admissible C
-b-algebra. Then C is an admissible
C0pG
0
q-algebra with respect to ργ .
ii) Let π be a morphism between admissible C-b-algebras CγK and D
ǫ
L. Then π
is a morphism of C0pG
0
q-algebras from pC, ργq to pD, ρǫq.
Proof. i) The subalgebra ργpC0pG
0
qq  MpCq is central because C  LpKγq 
ργpC0pG
0
qq
1. The map C ãÑ LpKγq  Lpγq is a faithful field of representations in
the sense of [6, Theorem 3.3], and therefore C is a continous C0pG
0
q-algebra. We
have Cu  0 for each u P G
0 because otherwise C  rCIus, where Iu  C0pG
0
ztuuq,
and then rγγs  rγCγs  rγIuCγs  rγ
γIus  Iu  C0pG
0
q, contradicting the
fact that Kγ is a C
-b-module.
ii) This follows from [27, Proposition 3.5].
We embed C0pG
0
q-alg
a
into C-b-alga using a KSGNS-construction for the
following kind of weights.
Definition 6.3. A C0pG
0
q-weight on a C0pG
0
q-algebra C is a positive C0pG
0
q-linear
map φ : C Ñ C0pG
0
q. We denote the set of all such C0pG
0
q-weights by WpCq.
Let C be an admissible C0pG
0
q-algebra. The results in [4] imply:
Lemma 6.4.

φPWpCq ker φ  t0u and r

φPWpCq φpCqs  C0pG
0
q.
Let φ P WpCq. Then φ is completely positive [20, Theorem 3.9] and bounded
[16, Lemma 5.1]. Let Eφ  C =φ K (see Section 1) and define ηφ : C Ñ LpEφq and
lφ : C Ñ LpK, Eφq by ηφpcqpd =φ ζq  cd =φ ζ and lφpcqζ  c =φ ζ for all c, d P C,
ζ P K. One easily verifies that for all c, d P C, f P C0pG
0
q, ζ P K,
lφpcq
lφpdq  φpc
dq, lφpcqf  lφpcf q,
ηφpcqpd =φ fζq  cdf =φ ζ  ηφpcf qpd =φ ζq.
(14)
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The universal C0pG
0
q-representation ηC : C Ñ LpECq of C is the direct sum of the
representations ηφ : C Ñ LpEφq, where φ P WpCq. Denote by lC  LpK, ECq the
closed linear span of all maps lφpcq : KÑ Eφ ãÑ EC , where c P C, φ PWpCq.
Lemma 6.5. ηCpCq
lC
EC
is an admissible C-b-algebra and ηC is an isomorphism of
C0pG
0
q-algebras from C to pηCpCq, ρlC q.
Proof. The definition of lC , the equations (14) and Lemma 6.4 imply that rlCKs 
À
φEφ  EC , rl

C lCs  r

φ φpCqs  C0pG
0
q and rlCC0pG
0
qs  lC , whence pEC , lCq
is a C-b-module, and that rηCpCqρlC pC0pG
0
qqs  rηCpCC0pG
0
qqs  ηCpCq and
rηCpCqlCs  lC , whence ηCpCq
lC
EC
is an admissible C-b-algebra. Lemma 6.4 implies
that ηC is injective and hence an isomorphism of C onto ηCpCq, and the last equation
in (14) implies that ηCpcqργpf q  ηCpcf q for all c P C, f P C0pG
0
q.
Theorem 6.6. There exists an embedding pF,G, η, ǫq of C0pG
0
q-alg
a
intoC-b-alga
as a full and coreflective subcategory such that
i) F is given by C ÞÑ ηCpCq
lC
EC
on objects and by Fπ : ηCpcq ÞÑ ηDpπpcqq for each
morphism π between objects C, D in C0pG
0
q-alg
a
;
ii) G is given by CγK ÞÑ pC, ργq on objects and π ÞÑ π on morphisms;
iii) ηC is defined as above for each object C in C0pG
0
q-alg
a
;
iv) ǫC  η
1
GC
for each object C in C-b-alga.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. The functor G : C-b-alga Ñ C0pG
0
q-alg
a
is well defined
by Lemma 6.2 and evidently faithful.
Let C be an admissible C0pG
0
q-algebra, D  DγK an admissible C
-b-algebra,
and π : C Ñ GD a morphism in C0pG
0
q-alg
a
. We claim that π η1C is a morphism
from FC to D in C-b-alga. Let ξ P γ. Then the map φ : C Ñ C0pG
0
q  LpKq
given by c ÞÑ ξπpcqξ is a C0pG
0
q-weight, and there exists an isometry S : Eφ Ñ K
such that Spc =φ ζq  πpcqξζ for all c P C, ζ P K. Denote by P : EC Ñ Eφ the
natural projection. Then rSP lCs  rSlφpCqs  rπpCqξs lies in γ and contains ξ,
and SPηCpcq  Sηφpcq  πpcq for each c P C. Since ξ P γ was arbitrary, the claim
follows.
Using Lemma 6.5, we conclude that F is well defined and that η is a natural
isomorphism from id to GF. Indeed, if π : C Ñ D is a morphism in C0pG
0
q-alg
a
,
then Fπ  ηD  π  η
1
C is a morphism from FC to FD by the argument above.
Finally, let D be an admissible C-b-algebra. The argument above, applied to
the identity on GD, yields a morphism ǫD from FGD to D in C
-b-alga such that
the composition GD
ηGD
ÝÝÝÑ GFGD
GǫD
ÝÝÝÑ GD is the identity. Since η is a natural
transformation, also ǫ : FGÑ id is one. For each admissible C0pG
0
q-algebra C, the
composition FC
FηC
ÝÝÝÑ FGFC
ǫFC
ÝÝÑ FC is the identity by construction. From [18,
§IV.2 Theorem 2], we can conclude that F is a left adjoint to G such that η and
ǫ form the unit and counit, respectively, of the adjunction. Since η is a natural
isomorphism, F is full and faithful [18, §IV.3 Theorem 1].
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Actions of G and coactions of C0pGq We next embed the category of ad-
missible actions of G as a full and coreflective subcategory into the category of all
admissible coactions of C0pGq.
The definition of an action of G requires the following preliminaries. Given
C0pG
0
q-algebras pC, ρq and pD,σq, where D is commutative, we denote by Cρ bσ
D the C0pG
0
q-tensor product [5], and drop the subscript ρ or σ if this map is
understood. Given a C0pG
0
q-algebra C and a continuous surjection t : GÑ G0, we
consider C0pGq as a C0pG
0
q-algebra via t : C0pG
0
q Ñ MpC0pGqq and let t
C :
C bt C0pGq, which is a C0pGq-algebra in a natural way. Each morphism π of
C0pG
0
q-algebras C,D induces a morphism of tπ of C0pGq-algebras from t
C to
tD via cb f ÞÑ πpcqb f . An action of G on a C0pG
0
q-algebra C is an isomorphism
σ : sC Ñ rC of C0pGq-algebras such that the restrictions of σ to the fibers satisfy
σx  σy  σxy for all px, yq P GsrG [17]. A morphism between actions pC, σ
C
q
and pD,σDq of G is a morphism of C0pG
0
q-algebras π from C to D satisfying
σD  sπ  rπ  σC .
Definition 6.7. We call an action pC, σq of G admissible if the C0pG
0
q-algebra
C is admissible, and we call a coaction pCγK , δq of C0pGq admissible if C
γ
K is an
admissible C-b-algebra and rδpCqp1 b
b
C0pGqqs  C b
b
C0pGq in LpKγb
b
αHq.
Remark 6.8. If σ is an action of G on a continuous C0pG
0
q-algebra, then the subset
Y : tu P G0 | Cu  0u  G
0 is open, C is an admissible C0pY q-algebra, and σ
restricts to an action of the subgroupoid G|Y : tx P G | rpxq, spxq P Y u  G.
Lemma 6.9. Let CγK and D
ǫ
L be admissible C
-b-algebras, where D is commutative.
Then there exists an isomorphism Cργ bρǫ D Ñ Cγb
b
ǫD, c b d ÞÑ cb
b
d.
Proof. Use [5, Lemma 2.7] and apply [5, Proposition 4.1] to the field of representa-
tions C ãÑ LpKγq  Lpγq, noting that γ=ρǫD  r|γy1Ds as a Hilbert C
-D-module
via ξ = d ÞÑ |ξy1d and that pCγb
b
ǫDqr|γy1Ds  r|γy1Ds.
We use the isomorphism above without further notice.
Proposition 6.10. i) Let pCγK , δq be an admissible coaction of C0pGq. There
exists a unique action σδ of G on pC, ργq given by c b f ÞÑ δpcqp1 b
b
f q.
ii) Let pC, σq be an admissible action of G. There exists a unique admissible,
injective coaction δσ of C0pGq on FC given by ηCpcq ÞÑ pr
ηCqpσpc b 1qq.
Proof. i) Since δpCq and 1b
b
C0pGq commute, there exists a unique -homomorphism
σ˜ from the algebraic tensor product CdC0pGq to r
C such that σ˜pcdf q  δpcqp1b
b
f q for all c P C, f P C0pGq. Since δ is a coaction, δpcργpgqq  δpcqρ
pγpβq
pgq 
δpcqp1 b
b
spgqq for all g P C0pG
0
q. From [5, Lemma 2.7], we can conclude that σ˜
factorizes to a -homomorphism σ  σδ : s
C Ñ rC satisfying the formula in i).
This σ is surjective because rδpCqp1 b
b
C0pGqqs  C b
b
C0pGq. In particular, σx is
surjective for each x P G. We claim that σx  σy  σxy for all px, yq P GsrG.
Define r1 : GsrG Ñ G
0 by px, yq ÞÑ rpxq. By Lemma 6.9, we have isomorphisms
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Cγb
b
αC0pGq
pβ
b
b
αC0pGq  C br C0pGqs br C0pGq  C br
1
C0pGsrGq  r

1C.
Using formula (13), we find
σx  σy  pspyq  σx  py  δ  ppx,yq  pδ  idq  δ,
σxy  pspyq  pxy  δ  ppx,yq  pid p∆q  δ,
(15)
and the claim follows. Finally, σu  idCu for each u P G
0 because σu is surjective
and idempotent, and σx is injective for each x P G because σspxq  σx1  σx is
injective. Therefore, σ is injective.
ii) Let D : ηCpCqlCb
b
αC0pGq. Then D : ppECqlCb
b
αH
pβ
,Dq is an admis-
sible C-b-algebra. Define δ : C Ñ D by c ÞÑ prηCqpσpc b 1qq. Let c P C,
g P C0pG
0
q. Then cg b 1  c b spgq in MpC bs C0pGqq and therefore δpcgq 
δpcqp1 b
b
spgqq  δpcqρ
plCpβq
pgq. Consequently, δ is a morphism of C0pG
0
q-algebras
from C to pD, ρ
lCpβ
q  GD. By definition of F and ǫ, the morphism δσ :
ǫD  Fδ : FC Ñ FGD Ñ D satisfies δσ  ηC  δ, and a similar calculation as
in (15) shows that pδσ  idq  δσ  pid p∆q  δσ. Consequently, δσ is a coaction
of p pA, p∆q. Since σ is injective, so are δ and δσ. Finally, δσ is admissible because
rδσpηCpCqqp1b
b
C0pGqqs  pr
ηCqpσps
Cqq  rηCpCq  rηCpCq b
b
C0pGqs.
Corollary 6.11. Every admissible coaction of C0pGq is injective, left-full, and right-
full.
Proof. If pCγK , δq is an admissible coaction, then rδpCq|αy2s  rδpCqp1b
b
C0pGqq|αy2s 
rpC b
b
C0pGqq|αy2s  r|αy2Cs and rδpCq|γy1C0pGqs  rδpCqp1 b
b
C0pGqq|γy1s 
rpC b
b
C0pGqq|γy1s  r|γy1C0pGqs because rC0pGqαs  α and rCγs  γ. Finally,
δ is injective because σδ is injective and δpcq  σδpc b 1q for all c P C.
Proposition 6.12. Let pC, δCq, pD, δDq be admissible coactions with associated ac-
tions σC  σδC , σ
D
 σδD , and let π P C
-b-algapC,Dq  C0pG
0
q-alg
a
pGC,GDq.
Then pπ  idq  δC  δD  π if and only if rπ  σC  σD  sπ.
Proof. Write C  CγK . The assertion holds because for all c P C and f P C0pGq,
ppπ  idqpδCpcqqqp1 b
b
f q  pπ  idqpδCpcqp1 b
b
f qq  prπ  σCqpc b f q,
δDpπpcqqp1 b
b
f q  σDpπpcq b f q  pσD  sπqpc b f q.
We denote by G-acta and CoactaC0pGq the categories of all admissible actions of
G and all admissible coactions of C0pGq, respectively.
Theorem 6.13. There exists an embedding pFˆ, Gˆ, ηˆ, ǫˆq of G-acta into CoactaC0pGq
as a full and coreflective subcategory such that
i) Fˆ is given by pC, σq ÞÑ pFC, δσq on objects and π ÞÑ Fπ on morphisms;
ii) Gˆ is given by pC, δq ÞÑ pGC, σδq on objects and π ÞÑ Gπ  π on morphisms;
iii) ηˆ
pC,σq  ηC and ǫˆpC,δq  ǫC for all objects pC, σq and pC, δq.
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Proof. The assignments Gˆ and Fˆ are well defined on objects and morphisms by
Proposition 6.10 and 6.12. For each admissible action pC, σq, we have that ηC P
G-actappC, σq, GˆFˆpC, σqq because σδσpηCpcqb f q  δσpηCpcqqp1b
b
f q  rηCpσpcb
f qq for all c P C, f P C0pGq, and Proposition 6.12 implies that ǫC  η
1
GC
P
CoactaC0pGqpFˆGˆpC, δq, pC, δqq for each admissible coaction pC, δq. Now, the asser-
tion follows from Theorem 6.6.
Comparison of the associated reduced crossed products The reduced
crossed product for an action pC, σq of G is defined as follows [17]. The subspace
CcpG;C, σq : CcpGqr
C  rC carries the structure of a -algebra and the struc-
ture of a pre-Hilbert C-module over C such that
pabqx 
»
Grpxq
ayσypby1xqdλ
rpxq
pyq, paqx  σxpa

x1q,
xa|byu 
»
Gu
σyppay1q
by1qdλ
u
pyq  pabqu, pacqx  axσxpcspxqq
for all a, b P CcpG;C, σq, u P G
0 and c P C, x P G. Denote the completion
of this pre-Hilbert C-module by L2pG,λ1;C, σq. Using the relation xa|bdyu 
pabdqu  xb
a|dyu, which holds for all a, b, d P CcpG;C, σq, u P G
0, and a routine
norm estimate, one verifies the existence of a -homomorphism π : CcpG;C, σq Ñ
LpL2pG,λ1;C, σqq such that πpbqd  bd for all b, d P CcpG;C, σq. Then the re-
duced crossed product of pC, σq is the C-algebra C σ,r G : rπpCcpG;C, σqqs 
LpL2pG,λ1;C, σqq.
Proposition 6.14. Let pCγK , δq be an admissible coaction of C0pGq, consider C
as a C0pG
0
q-algebra via ργ, and let σ  σδ. Then there exists an isomorphism
C σδ ,r G Ñ C r C

r pGq given by πpc b f q ÞÑ δpcqpidb
b
ULpf qUq for all c P C,
f P CcpGq.
Proof. Let δU : Ad
pidb
b
Uq δ : C Ñ LpKγb
b
pαHq. We equip CcpG;C, σq with the
structure of a pre-Hilbert C-module over C such that xa|byu 
³
Gu
paxq
bx dλ
1
u pxq
and pacqx  axcspxq for all a, b P CcpG;C, σq, c P C, u P G
0, and denote by
L2pG,λ1;Cq the completion. One easily checks that there exists a unique uni-
tary Φ: L2pG,λ1;Cq Ñ r|pαy2Cs  rδU pCq|pαy2ys given by c b f ÞÑ |jˆpf qy2c, and
that for all c P C, f P CcpGq, y P G,
Φ1pδU pcq|jˆpf qy2qy  σy1pcrpyqqf pyq.
Hence, there exists a unitary Ψ: L2pG,λ1;C, σq Ñ rδU pCq|pαy2ys given by c b
f ÞÑ δU pcq|jˆpf qy2. Let c, d P C, f, g P CcpGq and ω  Φ
1
pΨpc b f qq. Then
δU pdqpidb
b
LpgqqΨ  Ψπpd b gq because for all x P G,
Φ1pδU pdqpidb
b
LpgqqΦpωqqx 
»
Gu
σx1pdrpxqqgpxy
1
qωy dλ
1
u pyq

»
Gu
σx1
 
drpxy1qgpxy
1
qσxy1pcrpyqqf pyq

dλ1u pyq
 Φ1pΨpπpd b gqpc b f qqqx.
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Since d P C and g P CcpGq were arbitrary, the assertion follows.
7 Fell bundles on groupoids
We now gather preliminaries on Fell bundles that are needed in Sections 8 and 9.
We use the notion of a Banach bundle and standard notation; a reference is [8].
Fell bundles on groupoids and their C-algebras We first recall the
notion of a Fell bundle on G and the definition of the associated reduced C-algebra
[15]. Given an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle p : F Ñ G, denote by F0 the
restriction of F to G0, by FsprpF the restriction of F  F to GsrG, by Fx for
each x P G the fiber at x, by ΓcpFq the space of continuous sections of F with
compact support, and by Γ0pF
0
q the space of continuous sections of F0 that vanish
at infinity in norm.
Definition 7.1. A Fell bundle on G is an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle
p : F Ñ G with a continuous multiplication FsprpF Ñ F and a continuous invo-
lution  : F Ñ F such that for all e P F , pe1, e2q P FsprpF , px, yq P GsrG,
i) ppe1e2q  ppe1qppe2q and ppe

q  ppeq1;
ii) the map Fx  Fy Ñ Fxy, pe
1
1, e
1
2q ÞÑ e
1
1e
1
2, is bilinear and the map Fx Ñ Fx1,
e1 ÞÑ e1, is conjugate linear;
iii) pe1e2qe3  e1pe2e3q, pe1e2q

 e2e

1 , and pe

q

 e;
iv) }e1e2} ¤ }e1}}e2}, }e
e}  }e}2, and ee ¥ 0 in the C-algebra Fspppeqq.
We call F saturated if rFxFys  Fxy for all px, yq P GsrG, and admissible if
Γ0pF
0
q is an admissible C0pG
0
q-algebra with respect to the pointwise operations.
Let F be a Fell bundle on G. The associated reduced C-algebra is defined
as follows. The space ΓcpFq is a -algebra with respect to the multiplication and
involution given by
pcdqpxq 
»
Grpxq
cpyqdpy1xqdλrpxqpyq 
»
Gspxq
cpxz1qdpzqdλ1
spxq
pzq (16)
and cpxq  cpx1q, respectively, and a pre-Hilbert C-module over Γ0pF
0
q with
respect to the structure maps
xc|dypuq 
»
Gu
cpxqdpxqdλ1u pxq  pc
dqpuq, pceqpxq  cpxqepspxqq,
where c, d P ΓcpFq, e P Γ0pF
0
q, x P G. Denote by Γ2pF , λ1q the completion of this
pre-Hilbert C-module. Then there exists a -homomorphism
LF : ΓcpFq Ñ LpΓ
2
pF , λ1qq, LF paqb  ab for all a, b P ΓcpFq,
and Cr pFq : rLF pΓcpFqqs  LpΓ
2
pF , λ1qq is the reduced C-algebra of F . We
identify ΓcpFq with LF pΓcpFqq  C

r pFq via LF .
We equip ΓcpFq with the inductive limit topology; thus, a net converges if it con-
verges uniformly and if the supports of its members are contained in some compact
set. We shall frequently use the following general result; see [8, Proposition 2.3].
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Lemma 7.2. Let E be an upper semicontinuous Banach bundle on a locally compact,
second countable, Hausdorff space X and let Γ1  ΓcpEq be a subspace such that
i) Γ1 is closed under pointwise multiplication with elements of CcpXq;
ii) tf pxq | f P Γ1u  Ex is dense for each x P X.
Then Γ1 is dense in ΓcpEq.
Given f P ΓcpFq and g P Γ0pF
0
q, define fg, gf P ΓcpFq by pfgqpxq  f pxqgpspxqq,
pgf qpxq  gprpxqqf pxq for all x P G. Using the relation rFxs  rFxF

xFxs, where
x P G, and Lemma 7.2, we find:
Lemma 7.3. ΓcpFqΓ0pF
0
q and Γ0pF
0
qΓcpFq are linearly dense in ΓcpFq.
The multiplier bundle of a Fell bundle Given a Fell bundle F on G, we
define a multiplier bundleMpFq on G, extending the definition in [12, §VIII.2.14].
Given a subspace C  G, we denote by F |C the restriction of F to C.
Definition 7.4. Let x P G. A multiplier of F of order x is a map T : F |Gspxq Ñ
F |Grpxq such that TFy  Fxy for all y P G
spxq and such that there exists a map
T  : F |Grpxq Ñ F |Gspxq such that e
Tf  pT eqf for all e P F |Grpxq, f P F |Gspxq.
We denote by MpFqx the set of all multipliers of F of order x.
As for adjointable operators of Hilbert C-modules, one deduces from the defi-
nition the following simple properties. Let x P G. Then for each T PMpFqx, the
map T  is uniquely determined, T  P MpFqx1 , and T

 T . Moreover, each
T PMpFxq is fiberwise linear in the sense that T pκe  f q  κTe Tf for all κ P C,
e, f P Fy, y P G
spxq. The restrictions Tspxq : Fspxq Ñ Fx and pT

qx : Fx Ñ Fspxq are
adjoint operators of Hilbert C-modules over Fspxq, and since Fy  rFrpyqFys for
each y P Gspxq, the map MpFqx Ñ LpFspxq,Fxq, T ÞÑ Tspxq, is a bijection. Clearly,
we have a natural embedding Fx ãÑMpFqx, where each f P F acts as a multiplier
via left multiplication. For each y P Gspxq, we have MpFqxMpFqy MpFqxy , and
for each f P Fz, z P Grpxq, we let fT : pT
fq.
Definition 7.5. For each x P G, consider MpFqx as a Banach space via the identi-
fication with LpFspxq,Fxq. LetMpFq 
²
xPGMpFqx and denote by p˜ : MpFq Ñ G
the natural map. The strict topology on MpFq is the weakest topology that makes
p˜ and the maps MpFq Ñ F of the form c ÞÑ c  dpspp˜pcqqq and c ÞÑ dprpp˜pcqqq  c
continuous for each d P ΓcpF
0
q. Denote by ΓcpMpFqq the space of all sections that
are strictly continuous, norm-bounded, and compactly supported.
Remark 7.6. The bundleMpFq satisfies all axioms of a Fell bundle except for the
fact that it is no Banach bundle with respect to the strict topology unlessMpFq 
F . Indeed, for each u P G0, the subspace topology onMpFqu  LpFuq MpFuq is
the strict topology and coincides with the norm topology only if MpFuq  Fu.
Given f P ΓcpMpFqq and g P Γ0pF
0
q, define fg, gf P ΓcpFq by pfgqpxq 
f pxqgpspxqq, pgf qpxq  gprpxqqf pxq for all x P G again.
Lemma 7.7. i) Let c P ΓcpMpFqq and d P ΓcpFq. Then there exists a section
cd P ΓcpFq such that pcdqpxq 
³
Grpxq
cpyqdpy1xqdλrpxqpyq for all x P G.
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ii) ΓcpMpFqq carries a structure of a -algebra such that c

pxq  cpx1q and
pcdqpxqe 
³
Grpxq
cpyqdpy1xqedλrpxq for all c, d P ΓcpMpFqq, x P G, e P Fspxq.
iii) There exists a -homomorphism LMpFq : ΓcpMpFqq Ñ MpC

r pFqq such that
LMpFqpcqLF pdq  LF pcdq for all c P ΓcpMpFqq, d P ΓcpFq.
iv) ΓcpMpFqq is closed under pointwise multiplication with elements of CcpGq.
Proof. i) Define cd : G Ñ F as above, and let ǫ ¡ 0. Using Lemma 7.3, we
find a sequence pgnqn in the span of Γ0pF
0
qΓcpFq that converges to d in the
inductive limit topology. Since ΓcpMpFqqΓ0pF
0
q  ΓcpFq, the map hn : x ÞÑ
³
Grpxq
cpyqgnpy
1xqdλrpxqpyq lies in ΓcpFq for each n. Using the fact that c has
compact support and bounded norm, one easily concludes that phnqn converges in
the inductive limit topology to cd which therefore is in ΓcpFq.
ii) Note that pcdqpxq is well defined because the map y ÞÑ dpy1xqe is in ΓcpFq
and thus i) applies. Now, the assertion follows from standard arguments.
iii) One easily verifies that there exists a representation LMpFq : ΓcpMpFqq Ñ
LpΓ2pFqq such that LMpFqpcqd  cd for all c P ΓcpMpFqq, d P ΓcpFq, and that
LMpFqpcqLF pdqe  cde  LF pcdqe for all c P ΓcpMpFqq, d, e P ΓcpFq.
iv) This follows immediately from the fact that ΓcpFq is closed under pointwise
multiplication by elements of CcpGq.
Morphisms between Fell bundles Let F and G be Fell bundles on G.
Definition 7.8. A (fibrewise nondegenerate) morphism from F to G is a continuous
map T : F ÑMpGq that satisfies the following conditions:
i) for each x P G, the map T restricts to a linear map Tx : Fx ÑMpGqx;
ii) T pe1qT pe2q  T pe1e2q and T peq

 T peq for all pe1, e2q P FsprpF , e P F ;
iii) Gx  rT pFxqGspxqs for each x P G
0.
Let T be a morphism from F to G. Then Tu : Fu ÑMpGqu is a nondegenerate
-homomorphism for each u P G0; in particular, }Tu} ¤ 1. One easily concludes that
}Tx} ¤ 1 for each x P G. Hence, the formula f ÞÑ T  f defines -homomorphisms
T

: ΓcpFq Ñ ΓcpMpGqq and T
0

: Γ0pF
0
q ÑMpΓ0pG
0
qq.
Proposition 7.9. i) T 0

: Γ0pF
0
q ÑMpΓ0pG
0
qq is nondegenerate.
ii) T

pΓcpFqqΓcpG
0
q is dense in ΓcpFq.
iii) T

extends to a nondegenerate -homomorphism T

: Cr pFq ÑMpC

r pGqq.
Proof. i), ii) This follows immediately from Lemma 7.2 and 7.7.
iii) Part ii) and a straightforward calculation show that there exists a unitary
Ψ: Γ2pF , λ1q =T 0

Γ0pG
0
q Ñ Γ2pG, λ1q such that pΨpf = gqqpxq  T

pf qg for all
f P ΓcpFq, g P Γ0pG
0
q. The map Cr pFq Ñ LpΓ
2
pG, λ1qq given by f ÞÑ Ψpf= idqΨ
is the desired extension. Lemma 7.3 and part ii) imply that rT

pΓcpFqqΓcpGqs 
rT

pΓcpFqqΓ0pG
0
qΓcpGqs  rΓcpGqΓcpGqs  C

r pGq.
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8 From Fell bundles on G to coactions of CrpGq
Let G be a groupoid, V the associated C-pseudo-multiplicative unitary, and Cr pGq
or, more precisely, pA,∆q the associated Hopf C-bimodule as in Section 5. We
relate Fell bundles on G to coactions of Cr pGq as follows. Let F be an admissible
Fell bundle F on G. We shall construct a coaction of Cr pGq on C

r pFq which is
unitarily implemented by a representation of V , and identify the reduced crossed
product of this coaction with the reduced C-algebra of another Fell bundle. Finally,
we show that this construction is functorial.
Recall that a representation of unitary V is a C-pb, b:q-module γK
pδ
together
with a unitary X : K
pδ
b
b:
αH Ñ Kγb
b
βH that satisfies Xpγ  αq  γ  α, Xppδ  βq 
pδ  β, Xppδ  pβq  γ  pβ, and X12X13V23  V23X12 [28, Definition 4.1]. We construct
a coaction out of such a representation as follows.
Lemma 8.1. Let pγK
pδ
,Xq be a representation of V , let CγK be a C
-b-algebra
such that rC, ρ
pβ
pBqs  0, define δ : C Ñ LpKγb
b
βHq by c ÞÑ Xpc b
b:
idqX, and
assume that rδpCq|γy1As  r|γy1As and rδpCq|βy2s  r|βy2Cs. Then δ is injective,
a morphism from pKγ , Cq to pKγb
b
βHα, Cγ 
b
βAq, and a coaction of pA,∆q on CγK .
If the inclusions above are equalities, then δ is left- or right-full, respectively.
Proof. Evidently, δ is injective. It is a morphism of C-b-algebras because X|ξy2c 
δpcqX|ξy2 for each ξ P α, c P C and because rX|αy2γs  γα and rpX|αy2q

pγαqs 
rxα|2pγ  αqs  γ. A similar diagram as in [28, Proof of Lemma 3.13] shows that
pδ  idqpδpcqq  pid ∆qpδpcqq for each c P C.
The representation of V associated to F Denote by W WpΓ0pF
0
qq the
set of all C0pG
0
q-weights on Γ0pF
0
q and let φ PW.
Lemma 8.2. Let c, d P ΓcpFq. Then the map x ÞÑ φspxqpcpxq
dpxqq lies in CcpGq.
Proof. The function GÑ sF0 given by x ÞÑ cpxqdpxq is continuous and has com-
pact support, and the composition h : x ÞÑ φspxqpcpxq
dpxqq is continuous because
the map F0 Ñ C given by f ÞÑ φppfqpf q is continuous.
Define Hilbert C-C0pG
0
q-modules Γ2pF , λ;φq, Γ2pF , λ1;φq and a Hilbert space
Kφ  Γ
2
pF , ν;φq as the respective completions of ΓcpFq, where for all c, d P ΓcpFq,
f P C0pG
0
q, the inner product xc|dy and the product cf are given by
u ÞÑ
»
Gu
φspxqpcpxq
dpxqqdλupxq, y ÞÑ cpyqf prpyqq in case of Γ2pF , λ;φq,
u ÞÑ
»
Gu
φspxqpcpxq
dpxqqdλ1u pxq, y ÞÑ cpyqf pspyqq in case of Γ
2
pF , λ1;φq,
and
»
G
φspxqpcpxq
dpxqqdνpxq in case of Γ2pF , ν;φq.
Lemma 8.3. rxE|Eys  rφpΓ0pF
0
qqs for E P tΓ2pF , λ, φq,Γ2pF , λ1;φqu.
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Proof. Assume that pφpccqqpuq  0 for some c P ΓcpF
0
q, u P G0. Choose d P ΓcpFq
such that d|G0  c. Then the function on G given by x ÞÑ φspxqpdpxq
dpxqq is
non-negative and nonzero at u, whence xd|dyEpuq  0. Now, the assertion follows
because rxE|Eys and rφpΓ0pF
0
qqs are closed ideals in C0pG
0
q.
Let K 
À
φPW Kφ and identify each Kφ with a subspace of K. Given c P ΓcpFq
and f P C0pG
0
q, define fc, cf, cD1{2 P ΓcpFq by
fc : x ÞÑ f prpxqqcpxq, cf : x ÞÑ cpxqf pspxqq, cD1{2 : x ÞÑ cpxqD1{2pxq.
Let φ PW. Straightforward calculations show that there exist maps
jφ : Γ
2
pF , λ;φq Ñ LpK,Kφq and jˆφ : Γ
2
pF , λ1;φq Ñ LpK,Kφq
such that jφpcqf  fc and jˆφpcqf  pcD
1{2
qf for all c P ΓcpFq, f P CcpG
0
q, and
jφpcq
jφpdq  xc|dyΓ2pF ,λ;φq, jˆφpcq
jˆφpdq  xc|dyΓ2pF ,λ1;φqfor all c, d P ΓcpFq.
Denote by γ  LpK,Kq and pδ  LpK,Kq the closed linear span of all subspaces
jφpΓ
2
pF , λ;φqq and jˆφpΓ
2
pF , λ1;φqq, respectively, where φ P W. Lemmas 6.4 and
8.3 imply:
Lemma 8.4. γK
pδ
is a C-pb, b:q-module and ργpf qpcφqφ  pfcφqφ and ρ
pδ
pf qpcφqφ 
pcφf qφ for all f P C0pG
0
q, pcφqφ P
À
φ ΓcpFq  K.
For t  s, r, denote by pt,r1 : GtrGÑ G the projection onto the first component,
by F2t,r  pp
t,r
1 q
F the corresponding pull-back of F , and by Γ2pF2t,r, ν
2
t,r;φq the
Hilbert space that is the completion of ΓcpF
2
t,rq with respect to the inner product
xc|dy 
»
GtrG
φspxqpcpx, yq
dpx, yqqdν2t,rpx, yq.
Straightforward calculations show that there exist unitaries
Φ: K
pδ
b
b:
αH Ñ
à
φPW
Γ2pF2s,r, ν
2
s,r;φq, Ψ: Kγb
b
βH Ñ
à
φPW
Γ2pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φq,
such that for all φ PW, c P ΓcpFq, f P CcpG
0
q, g P CcpGq,
• Φ
 
jˆφpcq=f<jpgq

is in Γ2pF2s,r; ν
2
s,r;φq and given by px, yq ÞÑ ppcD
1{2
qf qpxqgpyq,
• Ψ
 
jφpcq= f < jpgq

is in Γ2pF2r,r; ν
2
r,r;φq and given by px, yq ÞÑ pfcqpxqgpyq.
We use the isomorphisms above without further notice. If pTφqφ is a norm-bounded
family of operators between Hilbert spaces pH1φqφ and pH
2
φqφ, we denote by
À
φ Tφ P
Lp
À
φH
1
φ,
À
φH
2
φq the operator given by pξφqφ ÞÑ pTφξφqφ. Similar arguments as
those used for the construction of V in [28, Theorem 2.7] show:
Proposition 8.5. For each φ P W, there exists a unitary Xφ : Γ
2
pF2s,r, ν
2
s,r;φq Ñ
Γ2pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φq such that pXφf qpx, yq  f px, x
1yq for all f P ΓcpF
2
s,rq, px, yq P
GrrG. The pair pγK
pδ
,
À
φXφq is a representation of V .
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The coaction of Cr pGq on C

r pFq We apply Lemma 8.1 to the representation
pγK
pδ
,Xq and obtain a coaction of Cr pGq on C

r pFq as follows.
Lemma 8.6. Let φ P W. There exists a representation πφ : C

r pFq Ñ LpKφq such
that for all c, d P ΓcpFq, x P G,
pπφpcqdqpxq 
»
Grpxq
cpzqdpz1xqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzq
and πφpcqjˆφpdq  jˆφpcdq and πφpcqργpf q  πφpcf q for all c, d P ΓcpFq, f P C0pG
0
q.
Proof. Identify Γ2pF , λ1q=φL
2
pG0, µq with Kφ via c=f ÞÑ jˆφpcqf for all c P ΓcpFq,
f P CcpG
0
q, and define πφ by c ÞÑ c=φ id.
Define π : Cr pFq Ñ LpKq by c ÞÑ
À
φ πφpcq. Lemmas 6.4 and 8.6 imply:
Lemma 8.7. The representation π is faithful, πpCr pFqq
γ
K is a C
-b-algebra, and
rπpCr pFqq
pδs  pδ.
Define δ : πpCr pFqq Ñ LpKγb
b
βHq by πpcq ÞÑ Xpπpcq b
b:
idqX. Then δpπpcqq 
À
φ δpπpcqqφ for each c P C

r pFq, where δpπpcqqφ P LpΓ
2
pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φqq acts as follows.
Lemma 8.8. For all c P ΓcpFq, φ PW, d P ΓcpF
2
r,rq, px, yq P GrrG,
 
δpπpcqqφd

px, yq 
»
Grpxq
cpzqdpz1x, z1yqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzq.
Proof. The verification is straightforward and similar to the calculation of the co-
multiplication ∆ on Cr pGq; see [28, Theorem 3.22].
Theorem 8.9. pπpCr pFqq
γ
K , δq is a very fine and left-full coaction of C

r pGq.
The proof involves the following two lemmas.
Lemma 8.10. Let φ PW. There exist maps Tφ : ΓcpF
2
r,rq Ñ LpKφ,Γ
2
pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φqq
and Sφ : ΓcpF
2
r,rq Ñ LpH,Γ
2
pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φqq that are continuous with respect to the
inductive topology on ΓcpF
2
r,rq and the operator norm, respectively, such that for all
c P ΓcpF
2
r,rq, d P ΓcpFq, f P CcpGq, px, yq P GrrG,
pTφpcqdqpx, yq 
»
Grpxq
cpz, yqdpz1xqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzq,
pSφpcqf qpx, yq 
»
Grpyq
cpx, zqf pz1yqD1{2pzqdλrpyqpzq.
Proof. Let c, d, Tφpcqd as above. Then
}Tφpcqd}
2

»
G
»
Grpxq
»
Grpxq
»
Grpxq
φspxq
 
dpz11 xq
cpz1, yq
cpz2, yqdpz
1
2 xq


D1{2pz1qD
1{2
pz2qdλ
rpxq
pyqdλrpxqpz1qdλ
rpxq
pz2qdνpxq.
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We substitute x1  z11 x, z  z
1
1 z2, use the relations Dpz2q  Dpz1qDpzq and
D1pz1qdλ
rpxq
pz1qdνpxq  D
1
pz1qdλ
rpz1q
pxqdνpz1q
 dλspz1qpx1qdν1pz1q  dλ
1
rpx1q
pz1qdνpx
1
q,
and find
}Tφpcqd}
2

»
G
»
Grpx1q
»
Grpx
1
q
»
Gspz1q
φspxqpdpx
1
q
cpz1, yq
cpz1z, yqdpz
1x1qq
D1{2pzqdλspz1qpyqdλrpx
1
q
pzqdλ1
rpx1q
pz1qdνpx
1
q

»
G
»
Grpx
1
q
φspx1qpdpx
1
qRcpzqdpz
1x1qqdλrpx
1
q
pzqdνpx1q  xd|πφpRcqdyKφ ,
where Rc P ΓcpFq is given by
Rcpzq 
»
Grpzq
»
Gspz1q
cpz1, yq
cpz1z, yqdλ
spz1q
pyqdλ1
rpzq
pz1q for all z P G.
Hence, Tφpcq extends to a bounded linear operator of norm }Tφpcq}
2
¤ }πφpRcq}. If
pcnqn is a sequence in ΓcpF
2
r,rq converging to c in the inductive limit topology, then
the functions R
pccnq defined similarly as Rc converge to 0 in the inductive limit
topology and hence }Tφpc cnq}
2
¤ }πφpR
pccnqq} converges to 0.
The proof of the assertion concerning Sφ is very similar.
Given c, d P ΓcpFq and f P CcpGq, define ωc,d,f P ΓcpF
2
r,rq by
px, yq ÞÑ
»
Grpxq
cpzqdpz1xqf pz1yqdλrpxqpzq.
Lemma 8.11. The linear span of all elements ωc,d,f as above is dense in ΓcpF
2
r,rq
with respect to the inductive limit topology.
Proof. Let px, yq P GrrG, e P Fx, let C  GrrG be a compact neighbourhood
of px, yq, and let ǫ ¡ 0. Since rFrpxqFxs  Fx, we can choose c
1, d1 P ΓcpFq such
that }c1pzqd1pz1xq  e}   ǫ for all z in some neighbourhood of rpxq in Grpxq.
Next, we can choose hc, hd, f P CcpGq such that the elements c, d P ΓcpFq given by
cpzq  c1pzqhcpzq and dpzq  d
1
pzqhdpzq for all z P G satisfy }ωc,d,fpx, yqe}   ǫ and
suppωc,d,f  C. A standard partition of unity argument concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 8.9. We show that Lemma 8.1 applies. Let φ P W, c, d P ΓcpFq,
f, g P CcpGq. Define e1, e2, e3, e4 P Γ
2
pF2r,r, ν
2
r,r;φq and ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 P ΓcpF
2
r,rq by
e1  δpπpcqqφ|jpf qy2d, ω1pz, yq  cpzqf pz
1yq for all pz, yq P GrrG,
e2  |jpf qy2πφpcqd, ω2pz, yq  cpzqf pyq for all pz, yq P GrrG,
e3  |jφpcqy1Lpf qg, ω3px, zq  cpxqf pzq for all px, zq P GrrG,
e4  δpπpcqqφ|jφpdqy1Lpf qg, ω4  ωc,d,f .
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Using Lemma 8.8, we find that for all px, yq P GrrG,
e1px, yq 
»
Grpxq
cpzqD1{2pzqdpz1xqf pz1yqdλrpxqpzq  pTφpω1qdqpx, yq,
e2px, yq 
»
Grpxq
cpzqdpz1xqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzqf pyq  pTφpω2qdqpx, yq,
e3px, yq  cpxq
»
Grpyq
f pzqD1{2pzqgpz1yqdλrpyqpzq  pSφpω3qgqpx, yq,
e4px, yq 
»
Grpxq
cpz1qD
1{2
pz1qdpz
1
1 xqpLpf qgqpz
1
1 yqdλ
rpxq
pz1q

»
Grpxq
»
Gspz1q
cpz1qD
1{2
pz1qdpz
1
1 xqf pz2q
D1{2pz2qgpz
1
2 z
1
1 yqdλ
spz1q
pz2qdλ
rpxq
pz1q

»
Grpxq
»
Grpxq
cpz1qdpz
1
1 xqf pz
1
1 z
1
2qD
1{2
pz12qgpz
1
2
1yqdλrpxqpz12qdλ
rpxq
pz1q
 pSφpωc,d,fqgqpx, yq.
By Lemmas 7.2 and 8.11, sections of the form like ω1, ω2, ω3 or ω4, respectively,
are linearly dense in ΓcpF
2
r,rq. Therefore, rδpπpC

r pFqqqφ|αy2s  rTφpΓcpF
2
r,rqqs 
r|αy2πφpC

r pFqqs and similarly rδpπpC

r pFqqq|γy1C

r pGqs  r

φPW SφpΓcpF
2
r,rqqs 
r|γy1C

r pGqs.
Given g, g1 P CcpGq, define hg,g1 P CcpGq by
hg,g1pzq 
»
Grpzq
gpyqg1pz1yqdλrpzqpyq for all z P G. (17)
Lemma 8.12. Let c P ΓcpFq, g, g
1
P CcpGq. Then xjpgq|2δpπpcqqφ|jpg
1
qy2  πφpc
1
q,
where c1pxq  cpxqhg,g1pxq for all x P G.
Proof. The operators on both sides map each d P ΓcpFq to the section
x ÞÑ
»
Grpxq
»
Grpxq
gpyqcpzqdpz1xqg1pz1yqD1{2pzqdλrpxqpzqdλrpxqpyq.
The reduced crossed product of the coaction The bundle F2s,r carries
the structure of a Fell bundle, and the reduced crossed product πpCr pFqqr C0pGq
for the coaction δ constructed above can be identified with Cr pF
2
s,rq as follows.
Denote by G
G the transformation groupoid for the action of G on itself given
by right multiplication. Thus, G
G  GsrG as a set, pG
Gq
0


uPG0tuuG
u
can be identified withG via prpyq, yq  y, the range map r˜, the source map s˜, and the
multiplication are given by px, yq
r˜
ÞÑ xy, px, yq
s˜
ÞÑ y, and ppx, yq, px1, y1qq ÞÑ pxx1, y1q,
respectively, and the topology on G
G is the weakest topology that makes r˜, s˜ and
the map px, yq ÞÑ x continuous. We equip G 
 G with the right Haar system λ˜1
given by λ˜1y pC  tyuq  λ
1
rpyq
pCq for all C  Grpyq, y P G.
The bundle F2s,r is a Fell bundle on G 
 G with respect to the multiplication
and involution given by ppf, yq, pf 1, y1qq ÞÑ pff 1, y1q and pf, yq ÞÑ pf, ppf qyq. The
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convolution product in ΓcpF
2
s,rq is given by
pcdqpx, yq 
»
Grpyq
cpxz1, zyqdpz, yqdλ1
rpyq
pzq (18)
for all c, d P ΓcpF
2
s,rq, px, yq P GsrG, because pG 
 Gqs˜px,yq  Grpyq  tyu and
px, yqpz, yq1  pxz1, zyq for all z P Grpyq.
Proposition 8.13. There exists an isomorphism πpCr pFqq r C0pGq Ñ C

r pF
2
s,rq
such that δpπpcqqp1 b
b
f q ÞÑ LF2s,rpdq whenever c P ΓcpFq, f P CcpGq, and dpx, yq 
cpxqf pyq for all px, yq P GsrG.
Let φ P W. Then the map rφ : Γ0ppF
2
s,rq
0
q Ñ C0pGq given by pr
φpcqqpyq 
φrpyqpcprpyq, yqq for all c P Γ0ppF
2
s,rq
0
q and y P G is a C0pGq-weight. One easily
verifies that there exists a representation Lrφ : C

r pF
2
s,rq Ñ LpΓ
2
pF2s,r, λ˜
1; rφqq
such that Lrφpcqd  cd for all c, d P ΓcpF
2
s,rq.
Lemma 8.14. i) There exists a unique unitary Uφ : Γ
2
pF2s,r, λ˜
1; rφq = H Ñ
Γ2pF2s,r, ν
2
s,r;φq  Kpδb
b:
αH such that pUφpe = gqqpx, yq  epx, yqgpyqD
1{2
pxq
for all e P ΓcpF
2
s,rq, g P CcpGq, px, yq P GsrG.
ii) δpπpcqqp1b
b
f qXφUφ  XφUφpLrφpdq=idq for all c, d, f as in Proposition 8.13.
Proof. i) For all e, g as in above,
}Uφpe = gq}
2

»
G
»
Grpyq
φspxqpepx, yq
epx, yqq|gpyq|2 dλ1
rpyq
pxqdνpyq  }e = g}2.
ii) Let c, d, e, f, g, px, yq as above and p∆pf qφ  X

φp1b
b
f qXφ. A short calculation
shows that pp∆pf qφUφpe= gq

px, yq  f pxyqepx, yqgpyqD1{2pxq. Using (18), we find
that
 
pπφpcq b
b:
idqp∆pf qφUφpe= gq

px, yq is equal to
»
Grpxq
cpzqf pz1xyqepz1x, yqgpyqD1{2pzqD1{2pz1xyqdλrpxqpzq

»
Gspxq
cpxz1qf pzyqepz, yqgpyqD1{2pxyqdλ1
spxq
pzq

»
Gspxq
dpxz1, zyqepz, yqgpyqD1{2pxyqdλ1
spxq
pzq  pUφpde = gqqpx, yq.
Thus, δpπpcqqp1b
b
f qXφUφ  Xφpπφpcqb
b:
idqp∆pf qφXφUφ  XφUφpLrφpdq= idq.
Proof of Proposition 8.13. Consider the -homomorphism
Φ: Cr pF
2
s,rq Ñ LpKγb
b
βHq, LF2s,rpdq ÞÑ
à
φPW
XφUφpLrφpdq= idqU

φX

φ .
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By part ii) of the lemma above, ΦpCr pF
2
s,rqq contains rδpπpC

r pFqqqp1 b
b
C0pGqqs 
πpCr pFqq r C0pGq. The same lemma implies that this inclusion is an equal-
ity because the map a Ñ
À
φ a = id is continuous with respect to the induc-
tive limit topology on ΓcpF
2
s,rq and sections of the form px, yq ÞÑ cpxqf pyq, where
c P ΓcpFq, f P CcpGq, are dense in ΓcpF
2
s,rq by Lemma 7.2. Lemma 6.4 implies that
r

φ ker r
φs  0, and therefore Φ is injective.
Proposition 8.15. If F is saturated, then Cr pF
2
s,rq  KpΓ
2
pF , λ1qq.
Proof. To simplify notation, let Γ2  Γ2pF , λ1q, Γ˜2  Γ2pF2s,r, λ˜
1
q, Γ0  Γ0pF
0
q,
Γ˜0  Γ0ppF
2
s,rq
0
q. There exists a unitary Ψ: Γ2 =s C0pGq Ñ Γ˜
2 such that pΨpc =
f qqpx, yq  cpxyqf pyq for all c P ΓcpFq, f P CcpGq, px, yq P GsrG, because
xΨpc= f q|Ψpc1 = f 1qypprpyq, yqq 
»
Grpyq
cpxyqc1pxyqdλ1
rpyq
pxqf pyqf 1pyq
 f pyqxc|c1yΓ2pspyqqf pyq  xc = f |c
1
= f 1ypyq
for all c, c1 P ΓcpFq, f, f
1
P CcpGq, y P G by right-invariance of λ
1. The -homo-
morphism Φ: KpΓ2q Ñ LpΓ˜2q given by k ÞÑ Ψpk =s idqΨ
 is injective because
s : C0pG
0
q Ñ LpC0pGqq is injective, and the claim follows once we have shown that
ΦpKpΓ2qq  Cr pF
2
s,rq. Let d, d
1
P ΓcpFq and denote by |dyxd
1
| P KpΓ2q the operator
given by e ÞÑ dxd1|ey. Then for all c, f, px, yq as above,
 
Ψp|dyxd1|c= f q

px, yq 
»
Gspyq
dpxyqd1pzqcpzqf pyqdλ1
spyq
pzq

»
Gspyq
dpxyqd1pzq
 
Ψpc = f q

pzy1, yqdλ1
spyq
pzq

»
Grpyq
dpxyqd1pz1yq
 
Ψpc = f q

pz1, yqdλ1
rpyq
pz1q.
Comparing with equation (18), we find that Ψp|dyxd1| = idqΨ  LF2s,rpeq, where
e P ΓcpF
2
s,rq is given by epxz
1, zyq  dpxyqd1pzyq, or equivalently, by epx1, y1q 
dpx1y1qd1py1q for all px1, y1q P GsrG. Since F is saturated, Lemma 7.2 implies
that sections of this form are dense in ΓcpF
2
s,rq with respect to the inductive limit
topology, and since the map e ÞÑ LF2s,rpeq is continuous with respect to this topology,
we can conclude that ΦpKpΓ2qq  ΨpKpΓ2q= idqΨ  Cr pF
2
s,rq.
Corollary 8.16. If F is saturated, then πpCr pFqqrC0pGq and Γ0pF
0
q are Morita
equivalent.
Proof. One easily verifies that Γ2pF , λ1q is full.
Example 8.17. Let σ be an action of G on an admissible C0pG
0
q-algebra C and
let δσ be the corresponding coaction of C0pGq on FC (Proposition 6.10). Then
there exists an admissible Fell bundle C on G with fibre Cx  Crpxq for each x P G,
continuous sections Γ0pCq  r
C, and multiplication and involution given by cd 
cσxpdq, c

 σx1pc

q for all c P Cx, d P Cy, px, yq P GsrG [15], and the identity on
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ΓcpCq  CcpGqr
C extends to an isomorphism Cr pCq Ñ CrG. One easily verifies
that with respect to the isomorphism πpCr pCqq  C

r pCq  C r G  FC r C

r pGq
of Proposition 6.14, the coaction of Theorem 8.9 coincides with the dual coaction
on FC r C

r pGq. Moreover, the Fell bundle C is saturated and C

r pCq r C0pGq 
FC r C

r pGq r C0pGq is Morita equivalent to Γ0pC
0
q  C, as we already know by
Theorem 4.11.
Remark 8.18. The Fell bundle F can be equipped with the structure of an F2s,r-
F0-equivalence in the sense of [23] in a straightforward way.
Functoriality of the construction Let G, F be admissible Fell bundles on G
with associated representations ppKG , γG , pδGq,XGq, ppKF , γF , pδF q,XF q and coactions
pπGpC

r pGqq
γG
KG
, δGq, pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q, and let T be a morphism from G to F .
Proposition 8.19. There exists a unique morphism T˜

from
 
πGpC

r pGqq
γG
KG
, δGq to
 
πF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q that satisfies T˜pπGpaqq  πF pTpaqq for all a P ΓcpGq.
The proof involves the following construction.
Lemma 8.20. Let φ P WpΓ0pF
0
qq, f P Γ0pF
0
q and define ψ P WpΓ0pG
0
qq by
g ÞÑ φpfT 0

pgqf q.
i) There exists a unique isometry T fφ : Kψ Ñ Kφ such that T
φ
f g  Tpgqf for all
g P ΓcpGq.
ii) T fφ jψpgq  jφpTpgqf q, T
f
φ jˆψpgq  jˆψpTpgqf q, T
f
φ πψpgq  πφpTpgqqT
f
φ for all
g P ΓcpGq.
Denote also the map KG Ñ Kψ ãÑ KF given by pξψ1qψ1 ÞÑ T
f
φ ξψ by T
f
φ .
iii) T fφ is a semi-morphism from pKG ,
pδG , γGq to pKF , pδF , γF q and pT
f
φ b
b
idqXG 
XF pT
f
φ b
b:
idq.
iv) δF pπF phqqpT
f
φ b
b
idqδGpπGpgqq  δF pπF phTpgqqqpT
f
φ b
b
idq for all h P ΓcpFq,
g P ΓcpGq.
Proof. i) Uniqueness is clear. Existence follows from the fact that for all g, g1 P
ΓcpGq,
xT

pgqf |T

pg1qfyKφ 
»
G
φspxq
 
f pspxqqT pgpxqg1pxqqf pspxqq

dνpxq

»
G
ψspxqpgpxq
g1pxqqdνpxq  xg|gyKψ .
ii) Straightforward.
iii) By ii), T fφ γG  γF and T
f
φ
pδG  pδF . For all ω P ΓcpG
2
s,rq and px, yq P GrrG,
ppT
f
φ b
b
idqXGωqpx, yq  ωpx, x
1yqf pspxqq  pXF pT
f
φ b
b:
idqωqpx, yq.
iv) By ii) and iii), we have XF pπF phq b
b:
idqXF pT
f
φ b
b
idqXGpπGpgq b
b:
idqXG 
XF pπF phTpgqq b
b:
idqXF pT
f
φ b
b
idq for all g P ΓcpGq and h P ΓcpFq.
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Proof of Proposition 8.19. Denote by T  LpKG ,KF q the closed linear span of all
operators T fφ , where φ P WpΓ0pF
0
qq and f P Γ0pF
0
q. Then Lemma 8.20 and
Proposition 7.9 imply that SπGpgq  πFpTpgqqS for all S P T , g P ΓcpGq and that
rT γGs 

¤
φ
jφ
 
T

pΓcpGqqΓ0pF
0
q




¤
φ
jφpΓcpFqq

 γF .
By Proposition 7.9, T

extends to a nondegenerate -homomorphism Cr pGq Ñ
MpCr pFqq. Thus, there exists a semi-morphism T˜ from πGpC

r pGqq
γG
KG
to πF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
such that T˜

pπGpgqq  πF pTpgqq for all g P ΓcpGq. For all h P πF pΓcpFqq,
g P πGpΓcpGqq, S P T ,
δF phq  pT˜  idqpδGpgqq  pS b
b
idq  δF phqpS b
b
idqδGpgq  δF phT˜pgqqpS b
b
idq
by Lemma 8.20, and therefore δF phq  pT˜  idqpδGpgqq  δF phT˜pgqq.
Denote by FellaG the category of all admissible Fell bundles on G, and by
Coacta
Cr pGq
the category of very fine left-full coactions of Cr pGq.
Theorem 8.21. The assignments F ÞÑ pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q and T ÞÑ T˜ form a
faithful functor Fˇ : FellaG Ñ Coact
a
Cr pGq
.
Proof. Functoriality of the constructions is evident. Assume that FˇS  FˇT for some
morphisms S, T from F to G in FellaG. Then the maps S, T : ΓcpFq Ñ ΓcpMpGqq
coincide because πG is injective. Since tapxq | a P ΓcpFqu  Fx for each x P G
and Spapxqq  pS

aqpxq  pT

aqpxq  T papxqq for each a P ΓcpFq, x P G, we can
conclude that S  T .
9 From coactions of CrpGq to Fell bundles for
e´tale G
We now assume that the groupoid G is e´tale [22] in the sense that the set G of
all open subsets U  G for which the restrictions rU  r|U : U Ñ rpUq and sU 
s|U : U Ñ spUq are homeomorphisms is a cover of G. Moreover, we assume that the
Haar systems λ and λ1 are the families of counting measures. Then the functor
Fˇ has a right adjoint Gˇ and embeds the category of admissible Fell bundles into a
category of very fine coactions of Cr pGq as a full and coreflective subcategory. The
construction of the functor Gˇ uses the correspondence between Banach bundles and
convex Banach modules developed in [8].
The Fell bundle of a coaction of Cr pGq Let δ be an injective coaction of
Cr pGq on a C
-b-algebra C  CγK . Since G is e´tale, ρβpBq  C

r pGq and δpCq|γy1 
r|γy1C

r pGqs. For each U P G, we define a closed subspace
CU : tc P rCργpC0pspUqqqs | δpcq|γy1  r|γy1LpC0pUqqsu  C,
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denote by sU : C0pUq Ñ C0pspUqq and rU : C0pUq Ñ C0prpUqq the push-forward
of functions along sU and rU , respectively, and consider CU as a right Banach
C0pUq-module via the formula c  f : cργpsUpf qq. Denote by Γf pFq the space of
all sections of F that can be written as finite sums of sections in Γ0pF |U q, where
U P G. Then Γf pFq is a -algebra with respect to the operations defined in (16),
and one has natural inclusions ΓcpFq  Γf pFq  C

r pFq of -algebras.
Proposition 9.1. There exist a continuous Fell bundle F on G and a -homomor-
phism ι : Γf pFq Ñ C such that for each U P G, the map ι restricts to an isometric
isomorphism ιU : Γ0pF |U q Ñ CU of Banach C0pUq-modules. If pF
1, ι1q is another
such pair, then there exists an isomorphism T : F Ñ F 1 such that ι1  T

 ι.
The proof requires some preliminaries. First, note that for all c P C, f P C0pG
0
q,
δpcργpf qq  δpcqρ
pγαqpf q  δpcqp1 b
b
ραpf qq  δpcqp1 b
b
rpf qq.
Lemma 9.2. Let U, V P G.
i) c  f  ργprUpf qqc for each c P CU and f P C0pUq.
ii) CV CU  CV U , pCU q

 CU1, and CU  rCV C0pUqs  CV if U  V .
iii) CspUq is a continuous C0pspUqq-algebra.
iv) CU is a convex and continuous Banach C0pUq-module.
Proof. i) Let c, f as above. Since LpgqrpsUpf qq  r

prUpf qqLpgq for all g P
C0pUq, we have δpcf q  δpcqp1b
b
rpsUpf qqq  p1b
b
rprUpf qqqδpcq  δpργprUpf qqcq
and by injectivity of δ also c  f  ργprUpf qqc.
ii) Clearly, δpCV CU q|γy1  |γy1LpC0pV Uqq. Using i) twice, we find
CVCU  rCV ργpC0pspV qqC0prpUqqqCU s
 rCV ργpC0pspV q X rpUqqCU s  rCργpC0pspV Uqqqs.
Consequently, CV CU  CV U . By i) again, we have pCU q

 rργpC0prpUqqqCU s


rCργpC0pspU
1
qqqs, and using the relation δpCU q|γy1  r|γy1C

r pGqs, we obtain
δpCU q|γy1  r|γy1xγ|1δpCU q

|γy1s  r|γy1LpC0pUqq

xγ|1|γy1s  r|γy1LpC0pU
1
qqs.
If U  V , then CU  rCV C0pUqs  CV , and CVC0pUq  CU because
δpCV C0pUqq|γy1  δpCV q|γy1r

pC0pspUqqq
 r|γy1LpC0pV qqr

pC0pspUqqqs  r|γy1LpC0pUqqs.
iii) By ii), CspUq is a C
-algebra. Consider |γy1 as a Hilbert C
-module over
rpC0pG
0
qq  C0pG
0
q. Since δpCG0q|γy1  |γy1 and δpc  f q|ηy1  δpcq|ηy1r

pf q for
all c P CG0 , f P C0pG
0
q, η P γ, the formula c  |ηy1 : δpcq|ηy1 defines a faithful field
of representations CG0 Ñ Lp|γy1q in the sense of [6, Theorem 3.3]. Consequently,
CG0 is a continuous C0pG
0
q-algebra and CspUq a continuous C0pspUqq-algebra.
iv) Let c, c1 P CU and f, f
1
P C0pUq such that 0 ¤ f, f
1 and f   f 1 ¤ 1. Then
}c  f   c1  f 1}2  }cc  g2   cc1  gg1   c1c  g1g   c1c1  g12}, where g  sUpf q,
g1  sUpf
1
q. Since g2   gg2   g1g   g12 ¤ 1 and cc, c1c1, cc1, c1c1 P CU1U , which
is a continuous C0pspUqq-algebra and hence a convex Banach C0pspUqq-module, we
get }cf   c1f 1}2 ¤ maxt}c}, }c1}u2. Finally, the norm }cu}
2
 }pccqu1u} depends
continuously on u P U because CU1U is a continuous C0pspUqq-algebra.
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Proof of Proposition 9.1. Using Lemma 9.2 and [8], one easily verifies that there ex-
ists a continuous Fell bundle F on G with an isometric isomorphism ιU : Γ0pF |U q Ñ
CU of Banach C0pUq-modules for each U P G such that for all U, V P G, the fol-
lowing properties hold. First, the map Γ0pF |U q ãÑ Γ0pF |V q
ιV
ÝÑ CV is equal to
Γ0pF |U q
ιU
ÝÑ CU ãÑ CV if U  V , and second, ιU pf q

 ιU1pf

q, ιUV pfgq 
ιU pf qιV pgq for all f P Γ0pF |U q, g P Γ0pF |V q. Define ι : Γf pFq Ñ C as follows.
Given a 
°
i ai P Γf pFq, where ai P Γ0pF |Uiq and Ui P G, let ιpaq 
°
i ιUipaiq.
Using the preceding two properties of ι, one easily verifies that ι is well-defined and
a -homomorphism.
Denote by p0 : Γf pFq Ñ Γ0pF
0
q the restriction.
Proposition 9.3. There exists a faithful conditional expectation p : rιpΓf pFqqs Ñ
CG0 such that p  ι  ιG0  p0.
In the following lemma, fhξ,ξ1 denotes the pointwise product of functions f, hξ,ξ1 P
CcpGq, where hξ,ξ1 was defined in (17).
Lemma 9.4. Let ξ, ξ1 P CcpGq, c P C, f P CcpGq.
i) xη|1δpxjpξq|2δpcq|jpξ
1
qy2q|η
1
y1  xjpξq|2∆pxη|1δpcq|η
1
y1q|jpξ
1
qy2 for all η, η
1
P γ.
ii) xjpξq|2∆pLpf qq|jpξ
1
qy2  Lpfhξ,ξ1q.
iii) xjpξq|2δpc  f q|jpξ
1
qy2  c  pfhξ,ξ1q if c P CU and f P C0pUq, where U P G.
Proof. i) Let d  xjpξq|2δpcq|jpξ
1
qy2. Then δpdq  xjpξq|3pδ  idqpδpcqq|jpξ
1
qy3 
xjpξq|3pid ∆qpδpcqq|jpξ
1
qy3 and xη|1δpdq|η
1
y1  xjpξq|2∆pxη|1δpcq|η
1
y1q|jpξ
1
qy2.
ii) This is a special case of Lemma 8.12.
iii) Let η, η1 P γ. Since c P CU , we have xη|1δpcq|η
1
y1  Lpgq for some g P C0pUq.
Let ξ2  rpsUpf qqξ and denote by dl, dr P C the left and the right hand side of
the equation in iii), respectively. Then dl  xjpξq|2δpcq|jpξ
2
qy2, and by i) and ii),
xη|1δpdlq|η
1
y1  xjpξq|2∆pxη|1δpcq|η
1
y1q|jpξ
2
qy2  xjpξq|2Lpgq|jpξ
2
qy2  Lpghξ,ξ2q,
xη|1δpdrq|η
1
y1  xη|1δpcq|η
1
y1r

psUpfhξ,ξ1qq  LpgqLpsUpfhξ,ξ1qq.
We can conclude that xη|1δpdlq|η
1
y1  xη|1δpdrq|η
1
y1 because for all x P G,
pghξ,ξ2qpxq  gpxq
»
Grpxq
ξpyqf pxqξ1px1yqdλrpxqpyq  gpxqpsUpfhξ,ξ1qqpspxqq.
Since η, η1 P γ were arbitrary and δ is injective, we must have dl  dr.
Proof of Proposition 9.3. Given a subset U  G, denote by χU its characteris-
tic function. Using the same formulas as for elements of CcpGq, we can define
a map jpξq : K Ñ H and the function hξ,ξ1 for the characteristic function ξ 
ξ1  χG0 of G
0
 G, and then Lemma 9.4 still holds. Define p : C Ñ C by
c ÞÑ xjpχG0q|2δpcq|jpχG0qy2. Then }p} ¤ }jpχG0q}
2
 1, and the relation hχG0 ,χG0 
χG0 and Lemma 9.4 imply that p|CG0  id and p|CU  0 whenever U P G and
U XG0  H. Using a partition of unity argument and the fact that G0  G is open
and closed, we can conclude that p  ι  ιG0  p0.
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It remains to show that p is faithful. Using the right-regular representation of
G, one easily verifies that rCr pGq
1jpχG0qKs  H. Therefore, the map q : C

r pGq Ñ
LpKq, a ÞÑ jpχG0q
ajpχG0q, is faithful in the sense that qpa
aq  0 whenever a  0.
If c P rιpΓf pFqqs and ppc
cq  0, then ηppccqη  qpxη|1δpc
cq|ηy1q  0 and hence
xη|1δpc
cq|ηy1  0 and δpcq|ηy1  0 for all η P γ, whence δpcq  0 and c  0 by
injectivity of δ.
Proposition 9.3 and [15, Fact 3.11] imply:
Corollary 9.5. ι extends to an embedding Cr pFq Ñ C.
We denote the extension above by ι again.
Proposition 9.6. If δ is fine, then ι : Cr pFq Ñ C is a -isomorphism.
Proof. We only need to show that C is equal to the linear span of all CU , where
U P G. Consider an element d P C of the form d  xjpξq|2δpcq|jpξ
1
qy2, where
c P C, ξ P CcpV q, ξ
1
P CcpV
1
q for some V, V 1 P G. Since G is e´tale and δ is fine, the
closed linear span of all elements of the form like d is equal to rxα|2δpCq|αy2s 
rxα|2|αy2Cs  C. We show that d P CU , where U  V V
11
P G, and then the claim
follows. Let η, η1 P γ. By Lemma 9.4,
xη|1δpdq|η
1
y1 P xjpξq|2∆pC

r pGqq|jpξ
1
qy2  rLpCcpGqhξ,ξ1qs  LpC0pUqq.
Using the relation δpdq|γy1  r|γy1C

r pGqs, we find δpdq|γy1  r|γy1xγ|1δpdq|γy1s 
r|γy1LpC0pUqqs. Moreover, since hξ,ξ1 P CcpUq, we can choose g P C0pUq with
hξ,ξ1g  hξ,ξ1. Then Lpfhξ,ξ1qr

psUpgqq  Lpfhξ,ξ1q for each f P C0pUq, and
hence xη|1δpdργpsUpgqqq|η
1
y1  xη|1δpdq|η
1
y1r

psUpgqq  xη|1δpdq|η
1
y1. Since δ is
injective, we can conclude d  dργpsUpgqq P CργpC0pspUqqq and finally d P CU .
Proposition 9.7. If δ is fine, then F is admissible.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2 i). By 9.2 iii), Γ0pF
0
q  CG0
is a continuous C0pG
0
q-algebra. Let u P G0, denote by Iu  C0pG
0
q the ideal of all
functions vanishing at u, and assume that Fu  0. Then Γ0pF
0
q  rΓ0pF
0
qIus and
rCr pFqs  rC

r pFqΓ0pF
0
qs  rCr pFqIus, whence C  rCργpIuqs. Define jpχG0q as
in the proof of Proposition 9.3. Then rδpCq|γy1C

r pGqs  r|γy1C

r pGqs and
rrpC0pG
0
qqCr pGqs  rxγ|1|γy1C

r pGqs  rxγ|1δpCIuq|γy1C

r pGqs
 rxγ|1|γy1r

pIuqC

r pGqs  rr

pIuqC

r pGqs,
whence rjpχG0q
Cr pGqjpχG0 qs  Iu  C0pG
0
q, a contradiction.
The construction of the Fell bundle is functorial with respect to the following
class of morphisms.
Definition 9.8. A morphism ρ of coactions pCγK , δCq and pD
ǫ
L, δDq of C

r pGq is
strongly nondegenerate if rρpCqDG0s  D.
Proposition 9.9. Let π be a strongly nondegenerate morphism of fine coactions
pC
γ
K , δCq, pD
ǫ
L, δDq with associated Fell bundles F , G and -homomorphisms ιF , ιG.
Then there exists a unique morphism T from F to G such that ιG  T  π  ιF .
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Proof. Let U, V P G. Then πpCU qDV  DUV because
δDpπpCU qDV q|ǫy1  ppπ  idqpδCpCU qqqδDpDV q|ǫy1
 ppπ  idqpδCpCU qqq|ǫy1LpC0pV qq
 |ǫy1LpC0pUqqLpC0pV qq  |ǫy1LpC0pUV qq
and πpCU qDV  rπpCργpC0pspUqqqqDV s  rπpCqDρǫpC0pspUV qqqs,
where the last inclusion follows similarly as in the proof of Lemma 9.2 ii). De-
fine a map SU,V : Γ0pF |U q  Γ0pG|V q Ñ Γ0pG|UV q by pf, gq ÞÑ ι
1
G
pπpιF pf qqιGpgqq,
let px, yq P pU  V q X GsrG, and denote by Ix  Γ0pF |U q, Iy  Γ0pG|V q,
Ixy  Γ0pG|UV q the subspaces of all sections vanishing at x, y, and xy, respec-
tively. Using Lemma 9.2 i), one easily verifies that SU,V maps Ix  Γ0pG|V q and
Γ0pF |U q  Iy into Ixy. Hence, there exists a unique map Sx,y : Fx  Gy Ñ Gxy
such that Sx,ypf pxq, gpyqq  pSU,V pf, gqqpxyq for all f P Γ0pF |U q, g P Γ0pG|V q,
and this map depends on px, yq but not on pU, V q. For each x P G and c P Fx,
define T pcq : G|Gspxq Ñ G|Grpxq by T pcqd  Sx,ypc, dq for each y P G
spxq, d P Gy.
One easily checks that then T is a continuous map from F to MpGq which sat-
isfies conditions i) and ii) of Definition 7.8, and that the representation π˜ :
ι1
G
 π  ιF : C

r pFq Ñ MpC

r pGqq satisfies π˜pf qg  pT  f qg for all f P ΓcpFq,
g P ΓcpGq. We show that T also satisfies condition iii) of Definition 7.8. Since π is
strongly nondegenerate, D  rπpCqDG0s, that is, C

r pGq  rπ˜pC

r pFqqΓ0pG
0
qs and
hence Γ2pG, λ1q  rπ˜pCr pFqqΓ0pG
0
qs. In particular, Gx  rT pFxqGspxqs for each
x P G because Gspxq is discrete.
The unit and counit of the adjunction Denote byCoactas
Cr pGq
the category
of very fine left-full coactions of Cr pGq with all strongly nondegenerate morphisms.
Then the functor Fˇ : FellaG Ñ Coact
a
Cr pGq
constructed in the preceding section
actually takes values in Coactas
Cr pGq
:
Lemma 9.10. Let T be a morphism of admissible Fell bundles F ,G on G. Then
the morphism FˇT from FˇF to FˇG is strongly nondegenerate.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 7.9 ii).
The constructions in Proposition 9.1 and 9.9 yield a functor Gˇ : Coactas
Cr pGq
Ñ
FellaG. We now obtain an embedding pFˇ, Gˇ, ηˇ, ǫˇq of Fell
a
G into Coact
as
Cr pGq
as a full
and coreflective subcategory.
Proposition 9.11. Let F be an admissible Fell bundle, pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q  FˇF
the associated fine coaction, and G  GˇFˇF and ιG : C

r pGq Ñ πF pC

r pFqq the Fell
bundle and the -homomorphism associated to this coaction as above. Then there
exists a unique isomorphism ηˇF : F Ñ G such that ιG  pηˇF q  πF .
Proof. Let pCγK , δq  pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q and U P G. We show that CU  πF pΓ0pF |U qq.
Note that rthξ,ξ1 | ξ P CcprpUqq, ξ
1
P CcpUqus  C0pUq, where the functions hξ,ξ1
were defined in (17). Using Lemma 9.4, we can conclude
CU  rxjpCcprpUqqq|2δpπF pΓcpFqqq|jpCcpUqqy2s.
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By Lemma 8.12, we have for all ξ P CcprpUqq, f P ΓcpFq, ξ
1
P CcpUq,
xjpξq|2δpπF pf qq|jpξ
1
qy2  πF pfhξ,ξ1q P πF pΓ0pF |Uqq,
where fhξ,ξ1 denotes the pointwise product. Consequently, CU  πF pΓ0pF |U qq.
Since U P G was arbitrary, we can conclude that there exists an isomorphism
ηˇF : F Ñ G of Banach bundles such that ιG  pηˇF q  πF : ΓcpFq Ñ C. Using the
fact that pηˇF q is a -homomorphism and that G is e´tale, one easily concludes that
ηˇF is an isomorphism of Fell bundles.
Proposition 9.12. Let pC, δq be a very fine coaction of Cr pGq, where C  C
γ
K , and
let F , ι : Cr pFq Ñ C be the associated Fell bundle and -isomorphism. Then there
exists a unique strongly nondegenerate morphism ǫˇ
pC,δq from pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q to
pC, δq such that ǫˇ
pC,δq  πF  ι.
Lemma 9.13. Let U P G, ξ P CcpUq, η P γ, and ω  |ηy1jpξq P γ  α 
LpK,Kγb
b
βHq.
i) There exists a C0pG
0
q-weight φ : Γ0pF
0
q Ñ C0pG
0
q  LpKq, f ÞÑ ωδpιpf qqω.
ii) There exists a unique isometry Sω : Kφ  Γ
2
pF , ν;φq Ñ Kγb
b
βH such that
Sω jˆφpf q  δpιpf qqω for all f P ΓcpFq. Furthermore, Sωπφpf q  δpιpf qqSω for
all f P ΓcpFq.
iii) SωjφpΓcpFqq  γ  α.
Proof. i) First, note that ωδpCG0qω  rα

xγ|1|γy1LpC0pG
0
qqαs  rαxγ|1|γy1αs 
C0pG
0
q  LpKq. Second, observe that for all c P CG0 , f P C0pG
0
q,
φpcf q  jpξqxη|1δpcf q|ηy1jpξq
 jpξqxη|1δpcq|ηy1r

pf qjpξq  jpξqxη|1δpcq|ηy1jpξqf  φpcqf.
ii) As before, denote by p0 : Γf pFq Ñ Γ0pF
0
q the restriction. Let U P G, f, f 1 P
ΓcpFq, and g  f
f 1. Using the relation supphξ,ξ  G
0 and Lemma 9.4, we find
ωδpιpf qqδpιpf 1qqω  ηxjpξq|2δpιpgqq|jpξqy2η

 ηιpg  hξ,ξqη
 ωδpιpp0pgqqqω

 φpp0pgqq  xf |f
1
yΓ2pF ,λ1,φq.
The existence of Sω follows. Finally, Sωπφpf q  δpιpf qqSω because Sωπφpf qjˆφpgq 
Sω jˆφpfgq  δpιpfgqqω  δpιpf qqSω jˆφpgq for all f, g P ΓcpFq.
iii) Let V P G, f P ΓcpF |V q, ζ P CcpG
0
q, and define ζ 1 P L2pG0, µq by ζ 1pspxqq 
ζprpxqqD1{2pxq for all x P V and ζ 1pyq  0 for all y P G0zspV q. Then pjφpf qζqpxq 
f pxqζprpxqq  pjˆφpf qζ
1
qpxq for all x P G and therefore
Sωjφpf qζ  Sω jˆφpf qζ
1
 δpιpf qqωζ 1  δpιpf qq|ηy1jpξqζ
1.
Since f P ΓcpF |V q, there exist f
1
P LpC0pV qq, η
1
P γ such that δpιpf qq|ηy1 
|η1y1Lpf
1
q. Now,
Sωjφpf qζ  δpιpf qq|ηy1jpξqζ
1
 |η1y1Lpf
1
qjpξqζ 1  |η1yjpLpf 1qξqζ
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because pLpf 1qjpξqζ 1qpzq  0 for z R V U and
pLpf 1qjpξqζ 1qpxyq  D1{2pxqf 1pxqξpyqζ 1prpyqq  f 1pxqζprpxqqξpyq  jpLpf 1qξqζpxyq
for all px, yq P pV  Uq XGsrG. Thus, Sωjφpf qζ P γ  α. The claim follows.
Proof of Proposition 9.12. Since πF is injective, we can define ǫˇ  ǫˇ
pC,δq : ι  π
1
F
.
We show that δ  ǫˇ is a morphism from πF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
to δpCqγαKγb
b
βH
. For each
C0pG
0
q-weight φ on Γ0pF
0
q, denote by pφ : KF Ñ Kφ the canonical projection. Let
S  LpKF ,Kγb
b
βHq be the closed linear span of all operators of the form Sωpφ,
where U, ξ, η, ω, φ are as in the lemma above. Then Sa  δpǫˇpaqq for each S P S,
a P πF pC

r pFqq, and rSγF s  rδpιpΓcpFqqqpγ αqs  γ α. The claim follows. Since
δ is an isomorphism from C to δpCqγαKγb
b
βH
, we can conclude that ǫˇ is a morphism
from πF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
to C. The relation pǫˇ  idq  δ  δ  ǫˇ follows from the fact that
xjpξq|2δpǫˇpgq  f q|jpξ
1
qy2  ǫˇpgq  pfhξ,ξ1q
 ǫˇpg  pfhξ,ξ1qq  ǫˇ
 
xjpξq|2δpπF pgqq|jpξ
1
qy2

for all U P G, g P ΓcpF |U q, f P CcpUq, ξ, ξ
1
P CcpGq by Lemma 9.4.
Corollary 9.14. Every very fine coaction of Cr pGq is left-full.
Proof. Let pC, δq be a very fine coaction of Cr pGq, let ǫˇpC,δq and pπF pC

r pFqq
γF
KF
, δF q
as above, and let I : tT P LsppKF , γF q, pK, γqq | Tx  ǫˇ
pC,δqpxqT for all x P
πF pC

r pFqqu. Then γ  rIγF s because ǫˇpC,δq is a morphism, and since δF is left-full,
rδpCq|γy1C

r pGqs rpǫˇpC,δq  idqpδF pπF pC

r pFqqqqpI b
b
idq|γFy1C

r pGqs
 rpI b
b
idqδF pπF pC

r pFqqq|γF y1C

r pGqs
 rpI b
b
idq|γFy1C

r pGqs  r|γy1C

r pGqs.
Theorem 9.15. pFˇ, Gˇ, ηˇ, ǫˇq is an embedding of FellaG into Coact
as
Cr pGq
as a full
and coreflective subcategory.
Proof. One easily verifies that Gˇ is faithful and that the families pηˇF qF and pǫˇ
pC,δqqpC,δq
are natural transformations as desired. Since ηˇ is a natural isomorphism, Fˇ is full
and faithful [18, IV.3 Theorem 1].
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